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PREFACE 

<11111 acknowledgements 

....,_ 
SINCll MY RimmN to India in August 1946l have, 
as a foreign com:sPondent, published over half a 
million words on Illdia and Pakistan. This Report 
is a new work, not a rehash of articles published 
elsewhere, but inevitably it reflects trains of thought 
that I have advanced from time to time, and in 
order to forestall some eagle-eyed reader who may 
suspect plagiarism from the columns of The Econo
mist (of London), The Eastern ECOTWitlist (of New 
Delhi), Capital (of Calcutta), or Kemsley News
papers, I offer my thanks to their editors and 
proprietors for allowing me to echo an idea, steal 
a fact, or borrow a phrase from my contributions to 
those publications. 

In The Eastern Economist and in Capital, India 
is fortunate in possessing two of the most ably 
edited economic weeklies in the world, and I am 
fortunate in that their respective editors, my good 
friends Eric da Costa and Geoffrey Tyson, have 
allowed me to pilfer their columns for economic 
facts. 

As for the political data, I have been a witness 
of the events mentioned, so that my sources have 
been the chose we, or notes made after conversations 
with innumerable political leaders, civil and military 



officials, and men 'and woinei from' ;ill wall)s of life 
in both dominions. 

This Report originated in. a request from Com
mander Stephen King-Hall' fur · 'something that 
will give a busy person in an hour's reading as 
much as he needs to know in order to get an idea 
iif"ttl'e roles that India and Pakistan are likely to 
play on the international stage". This has naturally 
led to ruthless pruning and must be my excuse for 
many statements that would have been elaborated 
or qualified in a longer book. ' 

· · JH.-Augusi: 1949 .. 



CHAPTER ONE 

India, Pakistan and 
the world balance 

of power 

THE BASIC FACT that conditions the foreign, economic, 
and even the internal social policies of most countries 
today is the emergence of two great power blocs-the 
Anglo-Americans, with their associated democracies, and 
the USSR, with its satellite states. There is an under
standable tendency on the part of not a few leaders of 
Indian and Pakistani opinion to cry " 'A plague on both 
your houses'! We seek only to be left alone to develop 
our resources in peace. We will support neither of you. 
We are strictly neutral." That such a policy is possible 
for Paraguay or Bolivia is conceivable; but to claim that 
it is possible for India and Pakistan is to shut one's eyes 
to realities. 

Which realities ? The first is that no relationship 
between nations is static. Changes are taking place even 
as I write; they come about through an infinite variety 
of causes, the results of whic~ can be summed up as an 
increase or decrease in power. History shows that 
nations assert themselves against their neighbours in 
proportion as they feel strong enough to do so. The 
power of a nation is made up of the strength of its 
numbers plus its control of superior resources. Numbers 
without resources, or resources without numbers, are 

' not only unavailing but constitute an invitation to inter-

s 
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ference from outside. Such assertions may disturb some 
who may object that "human nature is not like that"; 
we may readily admit that stated so crudely the argument 
is incomplete. Those interested in an· analysis of the 
motives affecting international conduct will find elabor
ated, with the qualitications due, in Professor E. H. 
Carr's authoritative Twenty Years' Crisis, '9'9-J!J the 
propositions that I assume. I have only the space here 
to note the historical fact that the actions of a nation 
with a population and reso\ll'ces of war auperior to those 
of itS neighbolli'S may be compared to merclli'Y-whiCh 
spreads freely until it meetS a wall strong enough to 
contsin it. Eventually a nation reaches a stage when itS 
numbers and resolll'ceS can expand no further without 
danger of weakening itself. It then becomes a "satisfied" 
power, endeavouring to preserve what it holds. Usually 
the decades of itS satisfaction are roughly contempor
aneous with the development of a high degree of idealism 
and of humane civilization; it is strong enough to afford 
liberal institutions at home and to become tolerant in its 
dealings with others abroad. 

The United States of America and the British Com
monwealth ofl'er no threats to the future· peaceful 
development of India and Pakistan because each has 
developed to the. stage at which it is satisfied, conserva
tive of its strength, and liberal in its attitude. This 
statement will probably be accepted without debate as 
far as the Commonwealth is concerned but may perhaps 
be chaJJenged in regard to the United States. It is, 
however, an American authority, Mr Strausz-Hupe, who 
in his remarkable study, The Baklnce of Tomorrl)fl} has 
estimated that whereas the numbers of those of milltaty 
age between 2o and 34 in the USSR and in the USA 
respectively were already in 1940 as 123 to xoo, in the 
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year 1970 they are likely to be aSISS to 100. Mr Strausz.. 
Hupe also advances reasons to believe-that-in 1970 the 
industrial disparity between the USSR and the . USA 
will have narrowed to the advantage of the Soviets. 

A striking illustration of the, different outlook that 
arises from consciousness of greater reserves in numbers 
is a conversation that General Eisenhower records having 
had with Marshal Zukov. The Soviet rnarsbal toTd tlie 
American· . general that whetli "personnel" minefields 
were encountered the Russian infantry conrinued its 
advance because the losses inllicted were merely equal 
to those that would have been sustained from machine 
guns or artillery if the enemy bad defended the area 
with troops instead of mines. "I bad-a vivid picture"> 
writes General Eisenhower, '·'of what would happen to 
any American or British commander if he pursued such 
tactics .... · A.mericam assess tlw cost. of fDIII' in terms of 

' human lives; tlw Russians in rhtl 0'1!111'-all drain on tlw 
lftltitm.'>l Exactly. With more than double the man
power that Germany had in tbe age groups zo-34, the 
USSR could afford the cost. · 

That the USSR is not liberal in her conceptions of the 
rights. of the individual, either political, legal, economic; 
or even artistic and intellectual, hardly needs discussiono 
That her population is increasing at a faster rate than 
either that of the whole of north America,· and of Europe 
exclusive of the Slav races, is a fact .. That she is not as 
yet a satisfied power is shown by contemporary history; 
since the war, the United States has added an infinitesi
mal x,ooo square miles of Pacific isles to her control; 
Britain bas divested herself of an empire of 400,000,000 
people in India and Burma. But the USSR, by direct 
annexation in Europe alone, acquired more than 2.50,000 

'lfllllcs mine.-J.H. 
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square miles and some 24,000,000 .people, mostly un
willing. Three countries disappeared. from the map of 
Europe. ·In the Far East, Russia controls southern 
Sakhalin, the Kurlles, Port Arthur, Darien, Manchuria, 
and half of Korea-a total of more than half a million 
square miles. Still unsatisfied, she later brought within 
her "orbit'' another five Europesn countries, covering 
4r4,9h square .miles. That satiety· is not ,yet in 
s.ight is suggested by the USSR's policies towards 
Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, Iran, Mongolia and 
Chioa. 

India and Pakistan are situsted in one of the world's 
vital strategic crossroads. The withdrawal of the British 
from India and Burma has left.an area the size of Europe 
less Russ.ia, without any successor power: strong· enough 
for the time beiog to do. what Britain .did for over a 
ceotuty: ensure that no Asiatic nation dare attempt to 
interfere with the affairs of the vast subcontinent 
Equally, control of India protected Africa's flank, 
stabilised southeast Asia, and safegusrded COllmlunic 

cations that built up the security of Australia and 
New Zealand; up to 1940, it threw a safety belt that 
stretched from the east coasts of .Africa to the west 
coasts of Canada and the United. States (nor, indeed, 
thereafter was the safety belt ever wholly broken). , It 
is also relevant to recall that Pakistan opens .u~r 
seals-the southern doors of Russia. It was a division 
dispatched from neighbouring India which foiled a Nazi 
attempt to seize control of the Iraki and Iranian oilfields 
and which, by joining forces with Soviet trOops cotning 
from the north, enabled a new and vital supply-line .to 
be bnilt, with Indian locomotives and rails, at a time 
when the only other means of aiding the USSR lay 
through the Arctic seas. . 
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What' an India under hostile control could mean may 
be imagined if we, consider what might have. happened 
if Lord Louis (now Earl). ·Mountbatten's forces had 
failed, to prevent the Japanese from overruiming ,the 
subcontinent. , The Germans and the Japanese would 
have met in Egypt. The Axis would have been spared 
the costly, north African and Italian campaigns;.theil 
war potential would have beeo,enonnously enhanced by 
control over the, Iraki-Iranian oil fields; the supply 
toute for the defence. of Australia would have been con
fined to the Pacific; the United Nations would have lost 
access to India's superb fighting man-power, her useful 
industry and her extretnely important raw materials. 
Ability to help Russia would have been limited to the 
Arctic. The strategically minded will be abk: to think 
of other dire repercussions but the point is perhaps clear 
enough. 1 • • • 1 , ._ • 

The importance of India and Pakistan in the contem
pot!ity struggle for power between the democracies and 
the USSR is not a whit less than it was in the war 
between the United Nations and the Axis. If these two 
dominions threw in their lot with the USSR, the balance 
would be heavily-one is tempted to write even fatally .... 
'tilted against the democracies' powers of survival, The 
USSR would,dominste the whole of Asia's colossal man
,power, Asia's vast resources in strategic and commercial 
,raw materials and be able to develop Asia's great indus~ 
trial potentialities. Authoritative students estitnate that 
when fully exploited, :these , resources, plus those of the 
USSR itself and of its other satelliteS, would surpass those 
ofwestem Europe-and north America. In other words, the 
USSR ·in solid control ,from Prague to Korea and from 

·Archangel to Ceylon would bestride the world without a 
rival,capable of resisting her behests. · 
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We have been considering these possibilities from the 
viewpoint of the interests of what we may call the Anglo
American democracies. But India and Pakistan are 
independent and entitled to decide their policies for 
themselves. We must also look at the problem from their 
viewpoints. 
" H!wing just secured their independent~; their first pre
occupation is not to lose it. They do not wish to see one 
political and economic domination replaced by another,, 
Next, their leaders want to raise the deplorably low 
standard of living of their teeming masses. Their own 
capital resources are wholly insufficient to develop the 
vast irrigation, hydroelectric, and industrial projects 
needed; they cannot do without foreign capital and 
foreign capital goods. 

Which group-the Anglo-Americans or the USSR
is more likely to help India and Pakistan to fulfil these 
aims? 

The disparity in strength between India and Paltistan 
on the one hand and the Anglo-Americans on the other 
need arouse no fears that newly-won independence wiU 
be threatened, because the Anglo-Americans are satisfied, 
=ervative, defensive powers. The prosperous inde
pendence of India and Pakistan is a source of vital 
strength to them; they have every interest in defending 
and nnne in undermining it. To the West, India's weak
ness is in itself a reason fur extending a protecting hand. 

On the other hand, the disparity in strength between 
India and Pakistan and the USSR is to the adVll!ltage of 
the dissatisfied, expanding Soviet power. The USSR 
has no interest in a Strong, prosperous and independent 
subcontinent, shutting her off from access to the main 
ocean ways of the world. , 

On the economic side India and Pakistan can, at any 
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rate for a good many years to come, obtain onlyr frbm the 
Anglo-American democracies the· foreign capital needed 
for advance. The USSR is' far too! busy building up 
her own resources to have any to sp~ the experience 
of, for example, Czechoslovakia has showli. The existing 
economic interests· of the two dominions ·also link them 
essentially· with the Anglo-American sphere. The ~ 
tion of their trade, the outletS for their· exports, the 
sources of 'their imports' are overwhelmingly in this 
sphere, for reasons partly historical but mainly geo
graphico-economic .. It is statistically verifiable that if 
India and Pakistan were withdrawn behind the Iron 
Curtain, their economies would be disrupted; the possi" 
bility of larg~cale famine that would take its toll in 
millions could not be excluded; 

This reasoning is, broadly speaking, accepted by the 
national leaders of both India and Pakistan. ·For example, 
when explaining to the New Delhi parliament the ad
vantages to India of Commonwealth membership, Pandit 
Nehru made it clear that he saw a difference between 
India's independence in a democratic world· and in a 
world conttvlled by "those individuals or groups who 
think in terms of other countries and not of India as the 
primary thing. That is a basic difference and with them 
it is exceedingly difficult to have any common approach 
about anything". In another speech, Pandit Nehru said 
that he had information that the Communists ''deliber
ately" wanted to create "mass starVation, terror and dis
location in India's 'national life", and he asked: "Can 
anyone believe that those who ... owe allegiance to a 
centre outside the country can do any good for the 
people?" 

Granted that neither India nor Pakistan would willingly 
hear the Iron Curtain clang behind them, whether they 
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can retain their freedom depends on forces partly within 
and partly beyond their control. If the democracies (of 
which India and Pakistan are important members) are 
incapable of sufficient political and economic cooperation 
merely to hold the fort while time is gained to .achieve 
what should be their ti.tndamental aim-the creation of 
JUch. conditions of material and spiritual well-being as 
offer an alternative more secure, more attractive, more 
inspiring than cornmunism--,then clearly no single demo
cratic state anywhere in the world can hope to survive 
alone, even as a museum piece. The sole real internal aid 
to communism in India and Pakistan is, of course, the 
poverty of the masses. What the governments of the 
two dominions could themselves .do in this sphere is 
outlined in the following pages; but even assuming that 
they follow counsels of economic perfection, the pace at ' 
which they can raise their standards of living by their 
own unaided efforts must be slow and halting. If the' 
billions of dollars that the United States vainly poured 
into .China had been made available to, India, and to 
Pakistan, to put their agricultures and industries. on solid 
bases, not only these twain but all the demo~r~~ctes would 
today be in an economically tar healthier, and politically 
tar stronger, position. The American people should not 
draw the wrong lesson from China and conclude that 
because money has been lost on a speculation a. sound 
investment will pay no dividends. 



C:S:APTII!t TWO. 

How India and Pakistan 
came !<1 be. 

A BP.OAD PIC'l'ORI! of the origins of India ~d Pakistan I 
as independent states is obtllined by taking an analogy 
vith the caution that no analogy fits petfectly. 1 

Let us therefore imagine that in the 17th 8nd 18th 
centuries Indian traders found· it profitable to set up 
trading postS in Europe. Without recalling ·European 
history too closely, we may suppose that throughout that 
period the many states into- which Europe was divided 
were frequently at war and constantly intriguing against· 
esch other. Since Europe as a whole was under the vague 
suzeraintY of the Holy •Roman .Emperor, the· Indian 
tradexs duly sought his protection and secured from him 
licences to trade. They found the emperor's protection 
of little practical value and as their trade was frequently 
intem.tpted by local warfiuoe, they were led to fortifY 
their establishments, which they defended with Indian 
soldiers. 

For about a century and a half the Indians were but 
one of several Asiatic nations trading in Europe,. Their 
weapons and their :fighting technique were tar· superior 
.to those known in Europe, so that it was not long before 
various European states sought the help of the$e foreign 
troaps in .their quarrels. The reward·for Such help was 
usually a grant of land held in feudal tenancy. Among 
the foreign traders were the Japanese, WhO" soughtto oust 

%3 
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their active In dim competitors by lending their trOOps to 
enemies of the states of which the· Indians were feudal 
tenants. Victory, they hoped, would see their own 
Japanese concessions extended and those of their Indian 
ri.vals liquidated. The Indiaos, however, proved better 
fighters and intriguers, and the Japanese, it was, who were 
.!Jrivq~. from Europe. Thus the Ihdiall traders were 
gradually embroiled in Europesn polities and in time 
India became one of the Europesn military powers-in 
the end the paramount power (this, by 1857). 

What was :aoth-=ry Europe like aftex too years of 
Indian rule? 

There had, of course, been no FIBnco-Ptussian war of 
187o; no Balkan wars; no World Wars in 1914 or 1939. 
The lndiaos had fotmed a central administration which 
required a large civil seiVice and, though for a long time 
.the higbex posts were reserved for themselves, from the 
beginning reos of thousands of secondary posts gave 
employment to· the "Europeans" (as the Indiaos called 
their subjects). As the Indiall administration was con
ducted in Hindustani, all Europeaos desirous of govern
ment employment had to learn this language. Indian 
companies established businesses up and down the con
tinentfromMurmaosktoGibraltar. Sincetheyconducted 
their affllirs in Hindustani, this became the common lan
guage for virtually all educated Europeans. For the first 
time Finns in the north could converse freely ·with 
Siciliaos in the south and the French in the west could 
ttavexse the breadth of Europe towards the east, buy news
papers or books in Hindustllni at every stop of the train, 
and be able to discuss any point of business,. economics, 
ethics· or politics, with their Russian friends ou arrival in 
Moscow.. . 

·As the years passed, ·the diverse penples of Europe,-

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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the Russians, Turks, Greeks, PortugUese, Swedes, Es, 
tonians, English, Germans or French-began to think of 
themselves less and less as Russians, Turks, Greeks &c 
and more and more as BurllPeans; they began for the first 
time to consider their affairs from the viewpoint of 
Europe as a whole. Once this idea began to establish 
itself widely, there simultaneously grew up a cons'ious
ness of the difference of their civilization. from that or 
their foreign ]\Ulers. In looking back on their history, they 
tended to emphasize those periods when Europe, or large 
parts of it, had been united under one rul~ in the 
days of the Roman Empire or of Charlemagne. A move
ment, European and nationalist, was bom. Agitation, at 
first merely for a greater share in the administration, 
culminated in demands for independence. . The agitation 
lasted with growing impetus for many years. The Indians 
met the increasing strength of the nationalist movement 

) by conceding various reforms and eventually committed 
themselves to dominion status for Europe in the Indian 
Commonweslth of Nations. 

As soon as the Europeans realized that independence 
was not some distant ides! but was close at hand, some 
of their old differences began to revive. A struggle for 
power was let loose. The Germans were determined not 
to enter a European federation in which they would be 
permanently and hopelessly outvoted by their traditional 
foes the Russians; they refused to enter into any negotia
tion with the European . nationalist party unless their 
demand for separate autonomy was first recognized. · 

• • ' • • r .'' 

Something like that · did happen in India. .British 
traders who went there in the x7f:h century established 
posts under licence from the Mogul emperor or his local 
feudal deputy; In the disintegration that followed the 
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exhausting wars of Emperor Aurangzeb (1658-1705), 
some provincial governors threw off their allegiance and 
became autonomous in all but name; intrigues, quarrels, 
fighting weze rife. The French tried to drive the British 
from· India by training sepoys in European technique and 
by allying themselves with Indian princes. The British 
~d 4 better and drove out the French. Gradually their 
control spread until, after the final flare-up of the mutiny 
in 1857, all India was consolidated. That English became 
the common language among educated Indians, that it is 
the language of Locke (philosopher ofthe Whig revolu
tion of x688), and of many othez defendezs of libezty, and 
that the :British regarded themselves as having taught 
democracy tO the world inevitably led Punjabis, Tamils, 
MaharatraS, Bengalis and others, to ask themselves why 
the privileges of libezty were not for them also; . ~ 
Congress party-an Indian nationalist movement-:even
tually emerged as the champion of independence for a 
united India. 

It should be recorded that while most Muslims would 
accept the broad conclusions of this analogy, membezs.of 
the Congress patty would not. They would streSs, first, 
that the differences betWeen French, GermiiDS, Italians 
&c weze more real than those betWeen Pathans, Bengalis 
and Maharattas. Since EuropeiiDS have in met never 
been driven to sink their diffctences against a continent
wide ruler, ·this must remain a mattez for speculation. 
The furthez case put forward for the unity ~f India, 
which is said. to have existed undez the Hindu King 
Asoka and under the Mogul emperors, equally seems t? 
offer material for .intezesting debate rather than to pemut 
of any definite· conclusion-especially of ·one relevant to 
the troubled history of India since Aurangzeb's wars. 
Again, no Congressman would concede that theMiislims 
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are a separate race or a nation in the sense tliat the 
Germans are, for it is the Congress party's ftmdamental 
position that all the inhabitants of India are Indians and 
that the only differeoce betWeeo MU£1.ims and Hindus is 
one of religion; that what ever hostility exists betweeo 
them was fOStered· by .a British policy of "divide and 
rule", and .that it would disappear with the withdrawal of 
the British; . . · · , . · . • ~ 

With .equal strenuousness the Muslim leaders have; 
proclaimed that their people constitute a separate nation 
with a totally differeot social strUcture, code of laws and 
civili2:ation .. Without, for the moment, being drawn into 
this controversy (which is discussed in the final chapter) 
we need note only one fact: for about a century, the 
British were strong .enough to bring the whole Indian 
subcontinent under one administration. . The partition, 
of India on their departure suggests that there was no 
single successor group or power strong enough to do the. 
S8Dle. The result of partition has been to weairen the 
subcontinent economically, politically, and strategically; 
thesearespheresinwhichtwoheadsarenotbetterthanone, 

It was important to go over this ground in some detail 
because it enables one cause of Indian resentment against 
Britain to be understood. For the leaders of the Congress 
party who had striven all their lives for the independence 
ofa united India, the trwnpets of freedom on 15 August 
1947, sounded. a sout note. , Their bout of legitlmare 
triumph was spoiled by a sense of frustration.. Most 
regarded the creation of Pakistan as wholly avoidable, 
as evidence of a persisting desire on the part of the 
British to keep some kind of control on the affairs of the 
subcontinent by· leaving behind a weak Muslim state 
which would always lean on the British for support to 
prevent the final achievement of Indian unity • 
• 
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l ain non:oncerned here either to j1Jstify-or to criticize 
the attitude ·of the Congress party towards· the ·creation 
of Pakistlm• but merely to record its importrulce as a 
source of friction and• mistrust in Indo-British· relations. 
· The circumstances of the partition served to reinforce· 
the widespread belief that all Britons are naturally sym· 
uathepc to Pakistan and hnstile 'w India:· 1 This belief 
created a difficult atmosphere for many British adminis· 
trators in India after partition had· been announced· in 
May 1947 and before it became a fact on 15 Augusl! 19471 
It was therefore natutal that a majority resigned. Thai:iolf 
these; in tum> a majority, who had families .to educate 
and no certaintY of work at home;· opted for service in! 
Pakistan confirmed India!s worst suspicions; ' 
· The contt\lSt 'in feelin~ on each side of-the border 
could not have been greater. If to India's.leadm;inde
pendence was to some extent disillusioning, to ·Pakistanls· 
leaders it had all the 111dlilaratinn ·of a tr:etllendous 
adventure; that up to almost the last•momentits,achieve
ment was uncertain gave it an added touch of delightful 
wonder. Few who saw Mr Jinnah (besides whose' cold..: 
ness of intelleCt and austerity of maoner · Sii. Stafford 
Cripps seemed almost an emotional character in a Verdi 
opera) can have suspected that he was capable of being 
carried away by any feeling save a just; runsm.illng sens~ 
of the righteousness of hill cause. ·Yer even he. was 
affected by the enthusiasm. around him. ' · After giving 
some vital decision in those lirst critical days when the 
new state, which he had created of his own unyielding 
willpower, seemed about to founder in the ·.prevailing 
chaos, he surprised Sir Francis Mudie, Governor ;of the 
Punjab, by exclaiming: "Isn't it all exciting!'L :And a 
qui~, boyish Stni!e.lit for a momeut hls•tightJy,drawit; 
ascenc featureS. 
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The Pakistanis .w.elcomed·. as oollesgues and equals the 
British civil servants and soldiers who opted for 1:he.il' 
service. For a variety of historical reasons (glanced at 
on page 79), the number of educated Muslims available 
for responsible administrative posts was smaller propor
tionately than the number • of· educated Hindus available 
in India. Th~·Pak.istanis;difl, not hesitate to Jill ~ga!liL 
with British officers, and whereas the Englishman in 
India felt that he was nOt:' wanted' the Englishman in 
Pakistan was made to feel that he had a constroctive and 
rewatding job to do •. Any elementaty psychologist mulcl 
have foretold that, in such an· annosphere, the, British· iol 
PakiStim ·would .qui!idy become more PakistanH:han tthe 
Pal\istanis; •here, to Indian eyes;•. was the · fiDal· evidence 
not· only· that the Sritish ·~Wilfully· weakened ·India ·~ 
partition but ltha~ they gloried in theiJj crime. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Partition in anger; 
origins of the Kashmiri war; 

lessons of Hyderabad 

INDIA AND PAKISTAN were bom in tragedy. For the 
hundreds of thousands who must have died and for the 
millions rendered homeless, Pakistanis and Indians blame 
each other and both blame the British. We may merely 
note that violence is never far when a struggle for power 
is let loose. As it became certain that the British meant 
to leave India the Congress party stepped up its campaign 
for a united India and the Muslim League for a divided 
India. 

The killing started in Beogal wheo, in August 1946, 
the Muslim League proclaimed an "Independeoce Day". 
Uncounted thousands of Hindus were slaughtered. The 
Hindus replied by lllliSSII<:res of Muslims elsewhere. 
Reprisals for reprisals spread in various parts. At the 
time of partition I saw flames rising from many towns 
and scores of villages in northern India, especially in the 
areas where the new frontier was to run. Shri P~ba 
Indian High Commissioner in Pakistan, estimated th~ 
number of those killed in the Punjab at xso,ooo. Pandit 
Nehru put it at between 20,000 and 30,000. 

Fear was abroad and there began the biggest two-way 
mass migration known to history. Afraid of !lCISecution 
in India, millions of Muslims trudged hundreds Of miles 
with only what they oould carry, into Pakistan. .Afraid 
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of persecution in Pakistan millions of Hindus .set out for 
India. In the breathless heat of the plains they staggered 
through fogs of parching dust. When the rains carne, they 
sank in the mud. The river Beas burst its banks overnight 
betWeen Amrltsar and Jullundur and thousands encamped 
by the roadside floundered in the swirling waters. Many 
were drowned. The floods tore up and rendered iq!pass; 
able both the Grand :I'runk Road and the adjoining rail• 
way for some .distance. This halted something like half 
a million Hindu and Muslim refugees moving along the 
road in opposite direaions and· impeded their relief. 
Amid constant recriminations that each government ~c
coured only its own community, help reached the 
marooned and the halted with the greatest ditliculty. 
For many it carne too !are. I was a witness of these 
scenes. 

It is ofllcially stated that seven million from each 
countty (or 14 million altogether) became refugees, Most 
arrived in their new motherlands starving, penuiless; they 
brought with them tales of horror. For a tiJ:ne the admin- I 
istration broke down. All the Hindu officers of the 
government of the undivided Punjab had naturally opted 
for India and the ~ccessor government of Pakistani. West I 
Punjab was strUggling to reorganize itself. The govern-
ment of the newly-carved-out Indian East Punjsb had to 
improvise itself overnight. After a special train carrying 
emigrating government ofllcials and their fumilles from 
one dominion to the other had been savagely attacked in 
the no-man's·land of the Punjab border, the difllculties 
of both governments were increased by the cessation of 
through railway trafllc between the two dominions (nor 
had it been restored two years later). 

The partition of India under ·the smoothest circum
stances would have been a colossal task. In bot 
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dominions, the 'army, 1he· .police forcw;· government 
departments, •the post and •telegraph ·services, the :rail• 
ways, business houses and . factories, .administrations of 
all kinds, were thrown into,disorder,l in;.vacyingrdegree 
for longer or shorter periods, by the sudden departure .of 
locally experienced personoel and the irregular· influx .of 
locall!r inexperienced personnel, mostly StrangeJ:S in the 

· bind of their adoption. .Hundreds. of> ,thousands• were 
'involved: .lfotally· unforeseen. situations ,arose, ;Ill un
divided Bengal, for ·=ple, most of the postal sorting 
clerks were Hindus lind' most of the delivery men Mus
lims; so Pakistani East Bengal suddenly found itself plus 
crowds of additional, unwanted delivery men and minus 
virtually all its sorters, while Indian West Bengal was 
plagued With the same· situation in reverse. ; · " 

The effort to straighten out these problems aiid~to 
negotiate· such headaches as the division of government 
eqUipment and military stores, to settle•questions;of cus
toms, excise, tariffs, central banking, currency, :and ,the 
proportionate allocation of the undivided. Government of 
India's assets and public debt, began at a .time when the 
plight of the homeless; with their tales of bumt villages, 
rape and slaughter, of lost fathets, mothers, sons, sisters 
or brothers, was inflaming each dotninion against the 
other: Even two years later the refugee problem was by 
no means fully solved. Many refugees took up the vacated 
binds allotted to them, but many did not; llllfatniliar 
crops; soils and surroundings .. created difficulties. In 
July 1949 over two millions were still in process of being 
rehabilitated in India; they were a drag on the nation's 
finances, and a source of social and political unrest. 

As if the Fates considered these disaSters insufficient 
to bedevil Indo-Pakistan relations, there came the clashes 
over Kashmir and Hyderahad. ' · 
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'" ·l'rlono partition, groups in both the Congres&, party 
and:Muslim League were urging the Maharaja· of Kashmir 
10 r accede. He proC1'118!i.qated. · Bounded by Pakistan 
alang .the greatest length of his, frontier, with all his 
Jatural., communications, .into . Pakistan, the .. maharaja's 
position, as the Hindu ruler, of a Muslim majori~ state, 
was: unenviable .. .~ 1 , • • _., , • , .• 

. i.l'he:mutual $ughter. that was going on in the adjacent 
Eunjab spread across the border into Kashmir; Kashmir 
·State forces,·:mostly composed of D.ogras (Hindus), were 
.sentrinto• the disturbed 'Siess,. The .air became thick .with 
allegations · of ·atrocities and counter-atrocities .. · . The 
.mabaraja.lent colour to the charge that he was persecuting 
his :Muslim subjects by. gerting rid of Muslim officii$ 
and replacing them by Hindus. Whereas ;Ja:mmu:contains 
a mixed population of Hindus and Muslims, the adjoining 
Pooneh district:is,purely Muslim; and fo! the second time 
within living illletnory, Pooncll rose in revolt against the 
1.'Dogruyrant''l At about.the same time a few thousand 
armed , Pathan, , tribesmen from •. across · the. Northwest 
:Frontier (men who bad no·:connexion with Kashmir 1\1: 
til) were· openly travelling .in bnses ·from Peshawar and 
massing ·on the Kashmir border ,at Abbotabad. , Their 
avowed objeot;~as to. invade by the Jhelum ,road and 
«ize: Srinagar, the capital. · The maharaja hurriedly set 
off with a caravan of' treasure to the safety ofHindu]a:mmu 
and appealed to the, government of India for help. • ·; 

,,Indignation in India against Pakistan wa& at iu; height 
On·a score ,of different issues, The clamour was for 
justice, but in times of suffering and passion; justice , is 
sometimes :difficulHo, distinguish from treprisal.r Pandi.t 
!Nehru> r while doing 'all that •·was: legitimate .to protect 
Indialsr!JinteteSts>· ,~Jie. statesmanlike·;decisJons, The 
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inevitable consequence was widespread muttering about 
his "weakness". "He yields to Jinnah all along the line." 
One who was close to the Cabinet told me at the time 
that were. the maharaja's appeal for help rejected, the 
possibility that Pandit Nehru's government might not 
survive the shock to Indian public opinion had to be 
9>nsil!ered seriously. But for our purposes the several 
motives that led his government to accept the maharaja's 
accession to the Indian Union are less important than the 
fact and its oonsequencea. Indian troops, flown in to 
Srinagar in the last days of October 1947, won the race 
for the capital by a few hours. The Indian army drove 
the tribal invaders from Srinagar but, up to the time 
when the UNO Commission secured a cease-fire on 
I January 1949, they did not succeed in clearing them 
out of Kashmir nor in subjugating Poonch. This was 
largely because the Pakistani authorities allowed tribal 
reinforcements to cross their territory into Kashmir and 
also furnished the Poonchi rebels with arms. 

Kashmir's accession to India was itself the subject of 
keen legal dispute. India argued that the maharaja was 
free to accede to either dominion and that by accession 
to India, Kashmir becaine constitutionally Indian terri
tory, in which case it followed that it was the Indian 
Government's responsihility to drive out the invaders and 
to restore law and order. Against this, Pakistan main
tained that Kashmir's accession to India was a breach of 
the stand-still agreement previously sigued in August 
which prolonged the existing economic and other oon
nexions between Kashmir and Pakistan. Those interested 
in the opposing legal cases can study them in the official 
publications that both governments will gladly send any 
inquirer; they are not elaborated here because the legal 
issues seem far transcended by the political realities. 
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There is reason to believe that the tribal invasion of 
Kashmir was instigated by Muslim League zealots in the 
Northwest Frontier Province. At the time of partition, 
the Pakistllni army hardly existed even on paper. It was 
formed by extracting the Muslim companies from the 
milled battalions of the old Indian Army and was as yet 
only in the process of assembling itself; sorting our an<J. 
reorganization had not begun. As a resolt the turbulent · 
frontier was guarded only by unsupported auxiliary levies~ 
The Muslim Leaguers in the Frontier Province seem to 
have feared that the tribes would seize the occasion of the 
govermnent's momentary weakness to indulge their fond
ness for raiding the plains. The news of the revolt of 
Muslim Poonclt against the "Dogm tyrant" seemed an 
answer to prayer. By encouraging a Holy War against 
the Kashmiri infidel, not only would superlluous tribal 
energies be·diverted but a new territory won for Pakistan. 

There is evidence that the plot was hatched without 
reference to the Pakistan federal government and that the 
Governor-General, Mr Jinnab, and the Prime Minister, 
Mr IJaquat Ali Khan, were aghast when they learnt ofit. 
No govermnent in its senses would wish to give free 
passage across its settled districts to bands of trigger
happy free-booters, above all when the authority of the 
new state had not yet been consolidated. Orders were in 
fact telephoned to the brigade at Abbotabad to disarm 
the tribestoen and this was actUally done to the first few 
hundreds. But as the numbers ineressed, the situation 
became untensble and the brigade discreetly withdrew 
out of harm's way inside its quarters. The state of the 
Pakistllni army rendered it incapable of driving the 
tribes back· across the border. 

Even had the Pakistllni army been strong enough to 
• turn the tribes back, such a policy would have been in· 
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comprehenaible to. publiC oplnion in .Pakistali .. ..As •the 
average Pakistani saw it, M1181lms were- defending them· 
selves against mas.sacre in Poonch; how could a Pal.tistani 
<g~~Vetnment wish to prm:nt Muslinls ti:omJ going. to ·aid 
Muslims? The Pldc:istani government. adopted the only 
attitude po$$ible for them: officlally they-took 110 part in 
,aiding the Poonch rebels and they shut their eyes to what 
zealoll$ volunteers might do' It is a !ilct that large quanti· 
ties of arms and am.unition found their way fl:olxr Pakistani· 
arsenals to the AZlld (free) Govermnent which had now 
been formed in Poonch, and that this gcvermnent operated 
from Rawalpindi .inr Pakistan;- ·But it ls equally .a .fact 
that no Pakistani government ·could have. enforced· its 
neutrality by arms without risking the dlsintegt&tion lof 
its authority. .. · ·; 1 •• " ., 

There were other' and even more.impOitlllit considext· 
tlons that alanned Pakistani opiniOJL Pakistan· and its 
leaders were (and remain) extremely conscious :Of the • 
Congt~~SS party's 'COII<;eption of a• united India,, and jt 
must be reported as a fact, irrespective of its ·truth -or 
falsity, that no Pldc:istani believes that Jndia shicerely 
acceptS partition, except as a temporary evil; AU are cob.· 
vineed that the tnoment that India feel8 •strong enough 
the attempt will be made to absorb. Pakistan.;. India's 
acteptance of Kashmir's aet:ei!Sion'is reganied as complete 
evidence of this. A glance at the 1t111p will show why •. 

Pukistlln is at the mercy of any· hostile ~ 1 that 
oc:cupies Kasbmir. The plains of the Punjab end and the 
footb.ills of the Himalayas begin on the KashJniri ·boun" 
dary, which runs the whole length of nottheast Pakistan. 
An enemy.attscklng from mountains has the adVlllltage 
of an army defending a flat country •. The Grand Tnmk 
Road, which runs I8o miles·of its length from Lahore to 
Rawalpindi, is at one point less 'than ten miles from, thel 
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Kashmiri border and never more than ~s. CUt that road 
ud you strike at one of ·Pakistan's main arteries. What 
is more, the West Punjab .in a cenain sense u Psldstan; 
lt <:Ontain$ its ·richest agricultwallands, its industrY, its 
oil wells and its military headquarterS. In addition, three 
of the Punjab't Important rivers, on which· depend vast 
irrigation wom, ftow in from Kashmir; a hostile ensineei 
in cOntrol of their. sources tQUld inlllct mortal dsmsge 
over wide areas· of Pakistan. Kashmir is the!:ef'ore a 
11atU1111 bastion for Pakistan's defence. · .. 

·it :was for these reasons that when, in May 1948; it 
~'Possible that, the Indian •army might reach 'posi
tions in Poonch that would: have placed it on the West 
Punjab frontier, the Pallistlm gomoment decided that 
its IU"IIiy.should deny them to the Indian army by crossing 
the Poonch. border. and occupying them first. Means 
were fuund to indicate tO the Indian authorities 'that the 

' Pakistani army intended no invasion and would onlY 
light If the Indian army anacl<ed the key areas that it was 
holding defensively.- It is a tribute to the statesmanship 
.of both dolllinions that in filet there was only one minor 
clllsh between the two·armies (this OCCtllTed at the begin, 
Ding' of the Pakistani preventive occupation when, in the 
Jhelum area, it was felt necessary to drive Indian' OutpOStS 
from certain commanding local positions}. Pskistanis 
argue that if Kashmir, held by India, Is a potential threat 
to Pakistan's existence, Kashmir held bY·Pakistan offers 
no .. corresponding threal: to India becaust, whereas 
Pakistan is outlianked in the one esse, India is oot out
&nked in the other. 
· Important contributory e.rguments ate that the majority 

oftheKashmiripopulation is Mnslim and that its economy 
and all its natUtlll outlets are linked with Pakistan. 
· It was therefore felt. in Pakistan that as long as India 
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mainlllined her claim to I<aslunir, Pakistlln must assume 
India's fundamental hostility to her existence and her 
economic and foreign policies must take into account 
that war with India is one day inevitable. In other words, 
the I<ashmiri problem was not so much one of determining 
legal rights but of finding a toleJ;able adjustment in inter
dlational relations. 

I have attempted to State the broad essentials of 
the Indian and Pakistan viewpoints and of the issues 
involved, .but, since one who is not a party. to a dispute 
rarely appreciates where the shoe pinches as keenly as the 
disputants, it is likely that both Inditms and Pakistanis 
may find much to criticize in this presentation. On the 
other hand, however lacking in justice to either it may be, 
what remains true ls that until the Kashmir deadlock. is 
removed real cooperation between the two dominions ls 
impossible. Other pages of this Report will submit that 
this must profoundly and adversely affect 1he furures·of 
both, so that it seems ressonable to urge that it ls less 
important to prove who ls right and who wrong in !<ash· 
mir than to find a solution, imperfect perhaps, but at 
least tolerable. To seek justice in this world ls to be 
satisfied rarely; success favours those who strive to build 
out of the wreckage of their hopes. 

HYDI1li.AllAI>'S PATB-A STORY WITI! A MORAL 

The story of Hyderabad may be outlined as an inter
esting example of an essentially political, non-juridical, 
problem for which a political solution WliS found. · 

The act that gave India and Pakistan independence 
stated in effi:ct that the paramountcy exercised by the King 
over the Indian States through his advisers in the old 
Government of India would ls,pse and revert to the 
states. The successor governments would not inherit it.; 
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At the same time provision was made to enable the states 
to accede to the Indian or Pakistani Unions, but wbiJ.e, 
there was a strong implication that they should there was. 
no clause which said that they must. 

The Muslim Nizam of Hyderabad, ·whose state is the 
last surviving fragment of the Mogul Empire, felt no 
desire to merge his identity in the predominantly Hindu 
Union of India. In this, he showed himself incapa~le ot 
distinguishing between legal rights and practical politics. 

Consider. Equal to England, Scotland and Wales in 
ares, Hyderabad lies in the heart of India. Of its popula~ 
tion of 16 million, · 20% are . Muslims. Government 
officials, the army and police force were Muslim. The 
army of 7,000 was laughably inadequate in number:s and 
equipment to uphold Hyderabad's independence; nor 
had the state the industrial power to· support a modern 
army. In the event of war with India So% ofHyderabad's 

, population could be regarded as potential fifth:..COlumnists• 
With. access to the sea, Hyderabad might have looked 
around for foreign allies; but she is landlocked by India. 
Moreover, the pre-paitition relations between the Muslim 
League and the Congress party. :made it clear to all the 
wodd that relations between India and Pakistan in theill 
initial years would be difficult.• 

It should thus ·have been .obvious to. the Nizam that 
his one. chance of survival was ·to convince the Indian 
government ofhis complete and wholehearted cooperation. 
The only convincing evidence of this would have· been 
instant accession to the Indian Union· without waiting 
for an invitation. Had he done so, he would have ensured 
the continuance of his i'egime with the minimum of 
changes .for an indefinite period. Instead, the Nizamrdld 
everything that he could to arouse·and·increase the Indian 
government's natural misgivings: He refused to acoede. 
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He asserted his claim to sovereign independence. At' a 
moment when Pakistan was short of money and engaged 
in a quarrel with India about the division of funds he 
surreptitiously gave Pakistan a large loan •. He allowed a 
hitherto unheard-of individual named Razvi to start an 
ultra•patriotic, Hyderabadi nationalist party and to.make 
speecbes against India of a gangster·Jike aggressiveness 
that .&!.ussolini or Hitler could not have.embellished .. He 
began buying arms abroad in large qusntities. Aeroplanes,. 
taking off from Pakistan (a provocation in itself) laden 
with military stares, violated India's rights by crossing 
her territory to land in Hyderabad without due observance 
of intemational usages. 

The evasive oourse of his endless negotiations with the 
Indian government over accession, and . oven . alleged 
breaches of the standstill agreement,1inally convincedNew 
Delhi that their sole object was to gain time for the Nizanl 
to complete his daily more obvious preparations for war. 

Many Hyderabadi Hindus, afraid .of Hyde!llbadi· 
Muslim persecution were fleeing the state and the Nizanl 
was encoU!llging Muslims to come in from India. .Since 
there seemed no reason to suppose that lndo·Hyderabadl 
relations would improve, it could be expected that even• 
tual!y the state would, by this exchaoge of frightened 
populations, attain a Muslim majority; given Hydmbad's 
size, industrial potential and Pakislmli help, she could 
consolidate herself into a formidable power in the heart 
of India. Inevitably the existence of an independent 
Hyde!llbad would have continuously poisoned , ln.do-
Pakislmli relations. · 

That the Ni:zam persisted in his claim to independence 
-illld, be it noted in passing, this was not a claim to ,a 
status which he had previously enjoyed and of which 
India was now seeking to deprive llim--iuggests that he 
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thoUght til$ he had prospectS of success. What can his. 
reasoning have been? Success was possible on one oon~ 
clition alone-that India and J?akistan should continue so 
hopelessly. at loggerheads that, looking for allies, Pakistan 
would see· one in Hyderabad, oonveniently situated as a 
focus· from >which to stir up internal disorder in India, as 
a 'potential: threat · that· would . divert? several Indian 1 

divisions from Pakistan's frontiers; and.as a base.irotn• 
which· India could be attacked in :the rear. Hyderabadls· 
power to. survive would depend on the weakness eithet. 
of India or of Pakistan and therefore on· the Nizam's 
abilitY ro preserve a balanCe of power by :lending· his 
weight. now to this dominion, now to that. His ,appeal! 
tel the•British government for aid suggests that inevitablY! 
Britain would have been urged to add·her weight to· the 
uneasy. scales. · 
' The Nizanl, in extremir, appealed to the United Nations: 

'He fiilled to appreciate that the UNO is a coun.not,of 
· law but of political arbitration. If the UNO had so far: 

misundersrood illl role as to· give a legal judgment in the 1 
Nizanl's favour, the Hyderabadi probletn would stiJl. have 
remained -unsolved. The Indian government could nob 
have accepted such a verdict, since to do so would have I 
been• to abdicate their raistm d'ltre as a govermnent: 
namely, to ensure the safetY of their. people. ' It seems 
ilnpottant that such cases should be·recogniud for what 
they' are and that it should be realized that they are solved 
by war, or. by a .political compromise that enables both 
parties to readjust their relations in a manner. rolet&ble 
ro both·. 1 From the announcement of partition. onwards, 
dte Nizam's policy illlelf furnishes dte evidence that India 
was justified in concluding that dte emergence ofHydera• 
bad as an independenNtate would be a threat to the 

: peace 1ofthe subcontinent. An inrolerab!e s.lllllllion·was 
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ended when the Indian anny entered Hyderabad in ' 
September 1948. . . ' . . 

I am conscious that this view of the Hyderabad stocy 
may shock some. British and Pakistani readets. They 
will point out that, in return for vecy real concessions, 
Britain was by solemn treaties bound to protect the 
'Nizain (as, indeed, all the other Indian rulers), and that 
these treaties were hastily abrogated, not by mutual 
consent, but by Britain's unilateral action. What is a 
treaty worth if it can be tom up at will? 

Those interested in the legal and moral issues will 
lind suggestions for further stUdy on page 87. My 
terms of reference allow me no more space than to 
observe that if Britain had felt bound to uphold the right . 
of the Indian states to preserve their independence from 
India and Pakistan, she would have had to launch a 
major war against the two dominions on the day after 
she had created them. The Commonweslth aod the 
United States would have brought every possible saoction 
to bear against Britain since it seems reasonably certain . 
that they would have considered that the evil .done 
by the absorption of the Indian states into two solidly 
established dominions would have been a better guarantee 
of world peace than the good achieved by creating twO 

weak dominions, broken up by a milky way of independent 
princes, each of whose 56:t separate courts would have 
been a potential centre of inter-dOlllinion intrigue. 

In the unlikely event that the British electorate would 
have allowed such a war to be carried on till victocy, 
Britain would in fact have accomplished the feat of re
subjugating the whole of the subcontinent to whose 
independence she was pledged. It would have been fun to 
have heard Mr Vyshinsky's speech on the subject at UNO. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

India-for and against 
the Commonwealth 

IN niDIA, :eal undetstanding of the advantages that 
accrue, both to the Commonwealth and to India, by 
India's continued membership, was, in the first years of 
independence, found among responsible lllinisters of the 
cabinet, top-level civil servants, senior army, navy and 

, air-force officers, and business lesders--i.e., among all 
who had experience of men and affilirs, or first-hand 

' knoWledge of the Commonwealth's vast pool of strategic; 
diplomatic, consular, commercial, financial, technical, 
scientific and educational resources. This important and 
inlluential, but numerically :infinitesimal, section of Indian 
opinion was relieved and heartened by the outcome of the 
London conference of dominions' premiers, which in 1949 
enabled India to remain within the fold. 

But the bulk of Indian opinion on political matters 
collSists of the Congress party. ·The average Congress 
man's outlook on life does not differ, allowance being 
made for national idiosyncrasies, from that of any un
travelled man of small means and modest education in 
any country of the world. His dogmatism is as wide ali 
his experience of life is narrow. One has met the same 
type of zeslous political worker in Poona, Oklahoma, 
Islingron and Dieppe. &pong charac:teristics in common 
is a deep suspicion of foreigners. In newly independent 
India, this charac:teristic was particularly developed, since 

t one of the party worker's best qualifications for office, 
33 
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political patronage and influence over his fellows, was the 
extent to which he had suffered for the cause, i.e., the 
number and length of prison sentences that the departed 
foreigner had inflicted upon him. It WliS the outlook and 
feelings of such people that India's political leaders and 
press thought it important to conciliate when expounding 
major developments of policy. 
• Opinions on India's membership of the Common
wealth nmged from approval to downright hostility. 
Among those who approved-and one or two, such as the 
influential Hindusthan Times of New Delhi, had the 
courage to do so in the most generously friendly tenns
the reasons given for satisfaction were as instructive as 
the omission of vinuslly all reference to certain basic 
factors in the Commonweslth association was significant. 
Broadly speaking, the Commonweslth's friends felt it 
necessaty to be on the defensive. They took refuge in 
vague generalities about peace, progress and, occasionally, 
common idesls. They emphasized that no allegiance was 
involved in admitting that the King was the Common
weslth's symbolic head. They srressed the extreme 
fluidity of the association, the right to secede at will, and 
the absence of any policy commitments of any kind. The 
clear desire of the Commonweslth premiers to retain 
India's membership was underlined as flattering evidence 
of India's importance-to them. Such references as 
there were to the importance of the Commonweslth to 
India's ability to survive, and to develop her rich poten
tialities in the midst of a predatory world, were few and 
so discreetly worded as to convey little to all but an 
exceptionally percipient and th9ughtful reader. 

Approving views shaded into those of a larger section 
whose moderately expressed satisfaction was sobered by 
a "Let's wait to see what we've let ourselves in for'' 
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attitude. Thus the Indian NIIUIS Chronicle of New Delhi,. 
which belongs to a powerful chain of newspapers, 
observed: 

The Prime Minister has repeatedly assured the country 
that Commonwealth membership does not mean align
ment with any power bloc in any sense, and will not 
involve political, diplomatic or econOlllic collllllitmenq 
which !!light compro!llise India's independence of 
judgment or action in peace or in war. The Deputy Prime 
Minister has assured us that Commonwealth membership 
involves no obligations apart froJn those of peace and 
goodwill. These assurances are welcome as far as they 
go ••• but an association has some unity of aims, 
partaership in common enterprise and sharing of some 
common ideals. Where is the unity of aims here? 

The editorial then instanced racial discrimination in South 
Africa and "imperialism" in south-east Asia as evidence 
of the Commonwealth's lack of COIIllllon idelils. 

As one proceeded further to the Left, one encountered 
ever greater suspicion that India's "freedom :from en
tanglements" had been compromised, that she would no 
longer be able to ndly opposition to racialism and 
:olonialism wherever they ex;isted, until one reached the 
denunciation of the Commonwealth agreement by the 
Socialists as "a great betrayal". The impression gained 
from the comments of political leaders outside the cabinet 
and from the bulk of the press was that, to the Common
wealth, India's adhesion was all-important, while to India, 
the benefits at best were doubtful. India's ''leadership of 
Asia" would be weakened. Unassociated with the Anglo
Americans, India could act as a "powerful mediator". 
(Her relations with Pakistan prompted some, however, 
to misquote an old song: "Who mediates for the medistor 
when the medistor is busy medisting ?") 

Informed Indian opinion urged in private that the 
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British public now had another opportUnity for a reward
ing display of the tolerance on which it prided itself. It 
was pointed out that the hostility towards Britain that 
persisted in the United States from 1776 broke no bones 
and had only been modified to any eJttent since the 
Battle of Britain in 1940; that despite this, the logic of 
geogRiphy, economics and ideologies, brought America 
into two wars by the side of the Commonwealth and had 
since continued to outweigh prejudice and emotion. So, 
it was reasonably argued, would it be with India. Even , 
if, by a swing of the pendulum, the Socialists were 
brought into office and Pandit Nehru's "great betrayal" 
were rectified, neither her economic nor her foreigu 
policies could be changed in essentials because they are 
diCtated by her circumstances (see pager s-u) as much as 
are those of the United States. 

There was much troth and wisdom in these representa
tions and it was to be hoped that they would be given 
the fullest weight throughout America and the Com
monwealth. At the same time, many neutral observers 
in India felt that India's leaders, who had so convincingly 
shown their belief in the practical advantages to India of 
Commonwealth membership, would place themselves in 
a fillse position if they did not increasingly seek to educate 
their followers in the reasons for their belief. If they 
confined themselves ro negative genenilities and to stress· 
ing the absence of any obligations corresponding to the 
rights accorded, they might find themselves confronted 
with an uncomprehending and hostile public opinion 
which, should an international emergency arise, would 
render their task almost impossible. 

India's claim to Asiatic leadership appeared to need 
closer definition because: (1) the vast colossus of the 
USSR straddled half the continent and seemed about to 
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spread its shadow. over the whole .of China; (2) those 
who cared to examine the proceedings of post-war inter
national conferences found that the Middle Eastern states 
looked to Pakistan as their natural leader; (3) Bwma 
leant reluctantly towards India only because she feared 
Olinese infiltration a degree more than Indian; (4) Ceylon, 
with its considerable Indian minority, was extr.I:Dlely 
sensitive to any suggestion that her place was in the Indian 
Union. 

So far, in practice, India's leadership had meant no 
more than giving moral support to the Indonesians and 
Indo-Oiinese, whose future presented India with a 
dilemma. Her sympathies were understandably with 
their struggle for independence; but her interests lay in 
promoting slllbility and avoiding the further spread of 
the chaos that overtook Bwma after the departure of the 
British. Since it was out of the question that India should 
support French and Dutch colonial rule, it behoved those 
powers to reach an agreement as qulcldy as possible with 
their peoples that would enable India to cooperate with 
France, Holland, America and the Commonwealth in 
showing a united front to outside interference. Without 
this it was merely a questinn of time before the Sin<~-< 
Soviets divided and ruled over an area which, it is not 
always realized, is equivalent to live times the size of 
France, or one-third the size of Canada, and is populated 
by half a dozen races totalling 90 million. Occupation by 
the Communist powers would render the Malayan bastion 
untenable and the absorption of Siam and Bwma the 
immediately following step. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

FOOD: 

• .. India's fundamental problem 

ANY ECONOMIC POUCY for India must be dominated 
and any foreign policy profoundly modified by the con
sequences that follow from the inadequscy of her home
grown food supplies; for decades to come her population 
is likely to live at subsistence level. The lack of any real 
margin between her food needs and her own supplies 
must be a constant source of uncertainty and of anxiety 
to an Indian finance-minister, who may be called 11pon 
to incur expenditure, and to forgo revenue, on a large 
scale for famine relief, and to endanger a narrow balance 
of payments by ad hoc imports. Nor, as long as her 
economy is so precarious, will India be strong enough to 
pursue any vigorous foreign policy, unless of course, she 
is prepared to solve the problem by allowing millions to 
die. Such a decision, which would alter India's inter
national statuS overnight, might well be taken if Com
mllllist leaders came into power, for they would be only 
following precedents set by the USSR, but it is unlikely 
to commend itself to the Congress or Socialist parties. 

Here are the filets of India's population: 
YEAR POPUI.AnON 

x6oo xoo,ooo,ooo ~estimate) 
1750 130,000,000 est.) 
xsso xso,ooo,ooo est.) 
1931 353,000,000 census) 
1941 389,ooo,ooo census) 
1949 429,000,000 (India and Pakistan est.) 

38 
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In 1949 the estimated population of India WllS 355 
million; that of Pakistan 74 million. 

In an average year, India grows s:a million tons offood 
grains and has to impozt up to four million tons. These 
imports are usually called the "annual food-deficit". It 
is, however, necessary to be clear that the food impozted 
is the amount that India can afford to buy abroad {lrGOWI\, 
to economists as the "effective demand") but that this 
does not reptesent the amount additional to her home
grown supplies that would be required to enable the 
population to achieve ideal health and efficiency. Experts 
state that the average Indian needs :a,8oo calories a day, 
whereas in 1935 food supplies, including imports, were 
shozt of that by 41.1 billion calories; so if full calories 
had been given to each individual until the supply WllS 
exhausted, 13%, or 48 million out of India's 1935 popu
lation of 377 million, would have gone without food and 
died. In fact, of course, what happens in such circum
stances is that the whole population getS some food but 
is undernourished. This accounts in pazt for the brevity 
of the average elqlectation of life in India (which is only 
27 years), for the high iofimt mortality, high susceptibility 
to disease and low productivity of output. 

. It has been calculated that if India's 19'14 population 
of 403 million had received its proper cereal requirements, 
allowing for seeds and waste, 90 million tons would have 
been needed, as against the actUal 52 million tons grown-a 
deficit of 38 million tons. This calculation assumed that 
other non-cereal items of food were available but, in the 
more reallstic supposition that they were not, thedeficitWIIS 
many million tons higher. It should be noted that the num
ber of calories required varies with the individual and his 
occupation, and that the figure of 2,8oo calories on which 
these calcuJations are based is itself a matter of opinion. 
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No country, however, eats what it ideally should; it 
eats the amount and qualities that it can afford to buy. 
In all countries a few people can afford to eat more than 
is good for them. In a few countries, such as those of 
north America, most people probably can afford some· 
thing under the ideal amount but still enough for reason
ible lllliciency; but over the greater part of the world, it 
is certain that most people can only afford food in quanti· 
ties that leave them chronically undernourished, with th~ 
result that health and efficiency are seriously below par. 

The first question that India's leaders therefore needed 
to ask on assuming responsibility for the future of their 
355 million people was: How much food can we afford 
to import? 

The answer would have been: None ar all, because 
India's international balance of payments showed only 
a nanow margin in hand. Moreover, the terms on which 
India could buy food abroad were turning against her. 
In 1938-9 one ton of imported food was paid for by 
exporting a quarter of a ton of jute or 100 lbs of tea; by 
1949, a ton of food was costing her a third of a ton of 
jute or 300 lbs of tea. If therefore India attempted to 
remedy her food situation by importing, the strain on her 
resources would grow at a rate that no country in the 
world could stand; since the population of India (without 
Pakistan) is estimated to be increasing by over four million 
a year, while her food production does not increase 
proportionately, because as demand rises, poorer land, 
yielding less both in volume and in quality, is forced into 
cultivation. To ~port food would therefore not only 
lead to bankruptcy m the fewest of years but by absorbing 
all India's- financial resources would put a Stop to the 
vast schemes of agricultural, industrisl and educational 
development to which she was committed. 
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The facts suggest that the first economic objective that 
independent India should have adopted in 1947 was self
sufficiency in food. If the term "self-sufficiency" is 
defined to mean the attainment of freedom from reliance 
on imports, together with an improvement over CUl"l"ent 
standards, such an objective is practical. If, on the other 
hand, "self-sufficiency" is defined as the ideal numl!er oi 

. daily calories for all, it seems that, in the present state of 
scientific knowledge, this is attainable by the masses of 
no country in the world. 

The rapidity with which practical self-sufficiency could 
be attained would depend on India's resources. These 
in 1947 were encouraging. The first independent govern
ment of India found a substantial cash balance in the 

~ Reserve Bank of Rs376 crores, 1 the equivalent of over a 
- year's budget expenditure. India's net public debt was a 

negligible Rs5oo crores and her assets included the huge 
sum of Rsl,I35 crores in sterling balances owed by the 
British government for wartime goods and services bought 
in India. The budget revenues were buoyant. · 

How could these resources have been applied? 
The immediate obpve should have been to tone up 

the existing machinery of food growth and supply. One 
of the worst causes of India's falling postWar production, 
industrial ss well as agricultural, was the exhaustion of 
the transport system after six years of war with no new 
equipment. To have put India's railways quicl:ly back to 
normal with new rolling stock and locomotives would have 
greatly reduced the magnitude of the difficulties that were 
tocome. · 

A short-term attack pn the food problem would have 
included the more intensive use of existing cultivation
more manure, better seeds, better procurement from the 

'Por an COIPlanation otlndillllc:umncy,.. note on p. as. 
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COU!ltryside to the toWilS, more energy in promoting 
cooperative credit 1111d marketing sociedes. A long-term 
p1a.o. would have laUnched great irrigation works and land 
reclamation schemes, which might take betweell five and 
ten yem to yicld full results. 

Soll1e part of the capital resources available would have 
gone-into selected industries-such as steel and o:ment 
-bich would reduce the amount of capital equipment 
to be imported ti'oll1 abroad aod leave Indian industrY 
usefully exp1111ded. Such vast development schemes will 
absQrb money without limit-if they are allowed to. But 
a prudent goverrunent would have re6.ected that the 'W!1r 
had left India, like other countries, a legacy of inflation. 

In 1939-40. the note cirw1ation index figure was 113; 
in 1947-8-it had risen to 704 

AgainSt this, the index ofi.ndustri111 production in 1939-
40 StOOd at no; it reached its peak at 127 in 1943-4• and 
began theteafter to decline; in 1947-8 it was 105. 

The price index, with 1939 as xoo, averaged 297 in 
1947, was to reach pg in ]anlllll:'y x948 and to rise steadily 
theteafter. 

Prudence would therefore ha~ suggested that the 
govenu:nent should at least tonline irs schemes witbio the 
limits of illl available resoun:es, should cut all other 
public eKpenditl\re to the bone, 1111d should maintain 
llllCI!tion at the Cllisdng level. Some inllation was probably 

· inevitable but the degree wblch in fact subsequently 
oc:ew:red could have been avoided. 

But, above an, what was needed was tocreate a mtSe of 
urgency, and this India'sleadets, in the first fiush of the 
enthusium kindled by independence, were in a wonderful 
posi&n to arouse. One of the most bitter teprOBches 
againSt the British was their alleged filil.ure to mise the 
livingS\1mlard ofthemasses. If the leaders had explained 
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in simple language the program sketched in above and 
launched it with a stitrlng appeal to patriotism, now able 
to exprm itself for the lim time, they would not only 
bave done much to ensure the SU((.'CSS of their food self. · 
sullicleney drive but the 1110bUization of the people in a 
!IBcred cause would have been a powerful counter to the 
divisive tmdencles of langu,age groups and of p!11vin• 
cialism.. ' 

It is easy to be wise after the event, but when the cir
cumstances in which India became independent and the 
personal history of her leaders is remembered I suggest 
that they can be acquitted of all charges except that of 
failing to be supermen. 

This chapter has attempred to state the facts of India's 
fllndanlental problem and to suggest a policy that might 

' have at least rendered it manageable. The next chapter 
will outline the policies the Indian govermnent acwally 
pursued and what the c:onsequenc:es were. 
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CHAPTJIR: SIX 

Capitalism, sodalism 
and for the welfare state 

in India 

T HB 1.EADiliiS at India (as of Paldsllln) did not take over 
the ship of state in a quiet harbour anchorage. It was 
on the high seas, in a rising ~ that they bosrded a 
ship that was following a co11111e set by others. Mere 
survival had to be the first obje<:ti.ve. It was only after 
they had ridden out the Sl.tltDi that they began to have 
time to spare for the problems of equipment and food 
that were pressing upon them, or even to dicide what 
new co11111e they wished to map out. It was lllltUnl1 that . 
the leaders of a struggle for independence should be pre
occupied with its political aspects. 'I'Ilek intellectWil 
bac:kground was that of the .British revolution of z688, of 
the American decla:ation of independence, of the French 
revolution. A professional st\ldent of politics salutes the 
work of professionals as he exunines the dOCIIIIlent ern
bodying the draft constitution of the Indian Republic. 
The men who drew it up had a first-class knowledge of 
the constitutions of Britain, the United States, Canada, 
Austttdia, New Zealund, South Africa, and achieved an 
alpha ,00 Study of those of Blre and Nonhern Irehtnd. 
On the other hand, Illdia's leaders wm brought up 
against the necessity to grapple at first hand with economic 
probleros late in life amid extraordinaty diflkullies. 

To ttonomic and social affidrs the Congress party 
44 
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brought a soc:ialist-I!Idical outlook; theirs WIIS the piU'IY 
of the have-not, the oppressed and the underdog. The 
blame for India's low standard of living, relative indllStlial 
backwardness and 88% lllitmcy, WIIS placed on the 
British. . With an enthusiasm, as laudable as it. WIIS 
1l8111181, the fust independent govemment of India deter
roined to launch five.., ten- or lS-year plllns for .ppi4 
industrlalization, for increased food production and for 
the promotion of edu.tation. I am not aware that any 
ovmll stateme.nt of the cost of the developmenl schemes 
WIIS issued but, tl:on1 the scatteted lnformatlon awilable, 
itls clear that they were vast and that the cost would run 
into millions. Plans drawn up for irrigation schemes1lone 
envisaged the ~diture of Rst,28o· crores in.a fuw 
years, i.e. the equivalent of Rs145 crores lltl»'e than the 
entire opening sterllng balance$. There seemed, howmr, 
no reason to worry about finances. The esse with which 
lOillloll had been tloated and. raxe. made to yield. ·ever 
increasing revenue in the conditions of wartime inliationi 
and what appeared the enollllOIIS liquid resources avail• 
able, seesned tD spell untold wealth. .No real attemp1; wu 
made to chaw up a c:amlly thoug:hNUt economic policy; 
tather it seemed as though the millennium bad arrived. 
Each ministry embarked on its ' own . schemes without 
~gadon, •transport, capital Imports, food 
Imports, food rationing and subsidies, an IndllStlial 
Reconstruction Corporation, jet-propelled planes for the 
air force, CIUism for the navy. One Is l'elllinded of 
Stephen Leatock's knight who leaped on to his horse and 
rode otf in all directions at onct. 

Becoming aware of infiation, they tried to meet it bY 
removing import restrictions to open a flow of goods, 
without oonsiderillg the possible effect on the balance of 
paymenu. It ()(.'CUrred to no one that the largest single, 
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and consiantJy incteaSing, spender in the country was the 
government. Added strains were imposed by the expendi· 
ture incurred for the relief and rehabilitation of seven 
million refugees' and on the Kashmir war.' If it is but 
fair to state that this expenditure was uoforeseeable, one 
should also add that once undertaken, reductions else
wheff. should have been enforced. 
' India's leaders, moreover, were naturally inB.uenced by 
the example of the Western nations. In Britain they saw 
a government, broadly of their own political COlllplexion, 
mobilizing the national resources with apparent ease to 
launch COlllpreheosive welfare schemes-guaranteed 
wages, full employment, universal education, social 
insurance &c. They had proved that liberty was their 
right; why not also the welfare state? 

Ministers began maldng speeches in which they 
declared that the day was gone in which industry could 
be dominsted by the profit motive. There was much 
loose talk of socialism, nationalization, profit-sharing and 
fair wages. lnCOllle tax was actually raised to a level 
comparable with that of Britllin. During the British 
regime, evasion of taxes had been patriotic sabotage. It 
was said of many businesses that they kept one set of 
books for the tax collector, a second for the shareholders, 

'Rs>s a<~m ...,. speot in ..Uet', and low granted to the 'VIIIue of 
R123.,....., bctv~<t~~Soptem~>er 1947andMaroh •m· 

• Tho ocale of the Kashmir war ...., sCOI<dy tellized by the lodian 
public. In IS mOllth>' fighting the lodiao anny lost 1,795 killed and 
sulfeml 4.109 caaualtia, aoeotding to ollic:ial """""'; for the tnlO of 
warfm involVed th.,. ""' hiah tlgum. Neither the numbe.n of rcoops 
mobrn..d for the opemiono, "'" the ">51, was ol!icially revealed. 
Uooffic:ial '""""' save the numbe.n as !Oux tOtnbot divisions or m.,.,, 
and tho! direct coot of the ':'J'lpaill!l around Rnoo c:rores. "Aid" to 
~-Slated in 1\>elei!Wituro to bove amounted to Rs2,36,3o,oooi 
in addinon the I<;ashmir government had been I!IWed up to Febtl>acy 
1949, loans tolllling Rs320,00.ooo. So tbtt the global ccst to India up to 
Januaty 1949, "":'lbxos,s6,JO.OOO. -.dusive ofthecootoftheroad built 
over the mounrams ti:<>m Patbankot to Jammu. 
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and a third to enable the directors to know how much 
they could pocket. Enormous fortunes were believed to 
have been made by wartime contractors. Accordingly 
the Indian government launched an Income Tax Inquiry 
Commission, which proceeded with depressing pro
crastinations to investigate the affil.irs of many hundreds 
on their "black list". The tax collectors began a rud'Jless., 
drive; all bank accounts were thrown open to their· 
inspection. Tbe hostile attitude towards employers of the 
industrial tribunals, set up to mediate disputes and to 
<lecide wage awards, undetmined industrial discipline 
and was among the causes of the serious decline in pro
ductivity that followed. Wage awards took no account 
of a factory's earning capacity. 

The net result of disconcerting ministerial declarations, • 
, of talk of nationalization, of the industrial tribunsls' 
awards and of the inquisitorial and arbitrary methods of 
the tax collectors, was to drive money into biding. All 
transactions involviog a record, such as payment into a 
bank, or investment in stocks and shares, were shunned 
as far as possible. Businessmen frequently found that 
some of their customers were prepared to place orders 
only if payment was accepted in nares. Tbe broad effect 
of these ctOres of bidden rupees' was (a) to increase 
inflationary pressure, since it was easier to spend over the 
counter in cash on untraceable consumer goods than in 
commerce, and (b) to deprive the already anaemic capital 
market of substantial investment money of which the 
government, for its development schemes, and industry, 
fur renovation and e:gpansion, were in the greatest need. 
In 1949 values on the stock exchange had declined by an 
~e of no less than 6a% and it had become virtually 
llll!lOSSible either for the government to raise a loan or for 
.' Somtl!lllmatto placed the totBI at IU6oo a:ortS. 
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industry to start a new venture. The high rate of taxation, 
plus the high CtiSt of living, tendered life so diflicult for 
the middle classes that India not only ceased to save but 
was, on the· contrary, estimated to be dissipating its 
capital at the rate of about I% per annum. Higher rmal 
and labouring incomes contributed to tbe fall in produc
,tion ..because, after peasants and workers had satisfied 
their customary needs, they had little incentive to further 
effort; this phenomenon is not peculiar to India but bas 
been observed in all inflated economies, including that 
of Britain. 

Three other important sources of capital drie_d up after 
partition. A certain amouut of British money left the 
country, while the considerations that we are now eKamin· 

' ing discouraged the entry of fresh foreign capital. The 
division of the Punjab, the disasters of the civil war that 
ovenook it, and the dislocations caused by tbe mass 
migrations, impoverished one of the most productive 
sourcea of savings. Finally the amalgamation of India's 
ptincely states and the pensioning-off of their rulers 
stopped an outstanding stream of investment money. 

Nothing effettive was done to reverse the inflationary 
trend begun during the war. From the figures given on 
page 42, the note citculation index rose to arouud 740 
in 1?48-9. The index of induatrlal production by improv· 
ingm t948-9to 114retlectedrecoveryfromtheabnormallY 
low lev~ of I946J, caused by widespread disorders and 
by Partition, but 1t was still 12 points below the 1943-4 
peak; ~eel, p~g iron and cement, significantly, did not 
sh'"7 m the llllJltOvement. The price index persisted 
obStina~~Y around 3~5, with a tendency to rise. 

A striking, but typical example of the high wages, high 
cos~ ~d P~Uction difficulties tbat were paralysing 
India JS seen m the following table taken from tbe report 
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of the great Tata Iron & Steel Works of Jamshedpur: 
AVERAGE ANNIIAliNCOMB PI!R EMPLOYI!Il 

1939-40 ... ... Rs 768.41 
194&-49 ... ... Rs 1,512.82 

AVERAGE OIJTI>UT OP PINISHIID STilRL PI!R EMPLOYI!Il 
1939-40 ... ... 24.36 tons .. 
194&-49 ... ... 16.30 tons 

AVI!RAGB LABOUR COST PI!R TON OP PINISHIID STBBL 
1939-40 ... ... Rs 31.54 pet ton 

, 194&-49 ... ... Rs 92.80 per ton 

These figures show that a Tata employee in 1949 was 
earning roughly twice what he got in 1939 but was pro
ducing a third less. To enable him to do this, the con- • 
sumer hsd to pay three times more for his steel. The Tata 
employee's 1949 income was, however, buying him about 
30% less than his 1939 income. 

If the partition of the country in 1947 could hsve taken 
place in friendship a joint Indo-Pakistan economic board 
might hsve beeo set up to report on the economic implica
tions. Among the facts thst such a board would have 
brought home to public opinion (which, for the most part, 
remained unaware of them) would have been these: 

The deficitary food areas of undivided India were 
largely, though by no means entirely, the towns and 
industrial centres. After partition all the big towns save 
five and virtually all the industrial centres would be in 
India, while Pakistan would be a surplus-food-producing 
area. Much the greater part of the raw jute and raw 
COtton needed by India's two leading industries, and 
substantial percentages of her requirements in food grains, 
rock salt, potassium nitrate, raw hides and skins would 

' have to be bought from Pakistan. On the other hand, 
Pakistan needs, inter alia, India's cloth and yarn, jute 
D 
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manufactures, steel, iron, coal, tyres, paper, paintll, 
enamels, vegetable oils, tobacco and soap. 

The report would have found that each dominion 
provided the other with the cheapest, neatest, most 
convenient, obvious and mutually advantageous of 
marketll; it would have recalled that undivided India's 
expota of cotton and jute manufactures paid in 1938-9 
for 49% in value of her imports and would have stressed 
the grave results to both dominions that must ensue if 
Pakistan were to set up jute and cotton mills in competi
tion with India and if India were to increase her acreage 
of cotton and jute in competition with Pakistan; the terms 
of trade were already against prewar India and if supply 

. were increased in a haphazard manner, prices would fall 
steeply and both dominions would kill their greatest 
export assets. The board would have gone on to cover 
innumerable other points bringing out that the economies 
of the two dominions were each the complement of the 
other. 

But partition took place in anger and no such report 
was drawn up. Instead each dominion soon applied its 
full customs tarifi's against the other, and, in some 
notable cases such as jute and cotton, excise and export 
duties were piled additionally on goods crossing the 
common border. Rebates of the duties on excisable com-

. modities were refused between dominions while granted 
to other countries. In 1949 a position had been reached 
in which India was running an adverse balance of pay-· 
ments with Pakistan in the region of Rsso crores; there 
followed the phenomena with which adverse balances 
have made the postWar world only too liuniliar-attempts 
to reduce imports, to stimulate domestic production of 
raw jute and cotton, to ''step up" exports. Whether or not 
such efforts may be unsvoidable between dollar and 
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sterling areas, that these two dominions found it necessary 
to adopt them against each other was as fantastic as it 
would be for England to congratulate herself on increased 
coal output from Durham in order to reduce her adverse 
balance with Wales. 

The tllriJf war that raged between the two dominions 
in the first two years of their existence wrought"Weat> 
harm to both. At a time when it was more necessary than 
anything else to reduce the inflated price level and costs 
of production, trade barriers sent them higher than ever. 
Owing to her dependence on Pakistan for raw materials 
and food, Inclia suffered the more immediate harm, but 
in the long run' Pakistan stood to Jose a great part of the 
value to her of these same raw materials if Inclia persisted 
in increasing her acreage and if Pakistan persisted in 

I setting up competing looms. The world demand for 
cotton and jute goods has its limits. Fonunately there 
were signs in 1949that commonsense was gaining ground; 
an Indo-Pakistani trade agreement was signed, which 
mitigated the more glaring anomalies. There was, how
ever, no suggestion that either dominion was as yet 
~Y to give up competitive growing and manufaeruring 
m favour of cooperation; nor could there be as long as the 
Kashmir problem blackened the whole horizon. 

By the middle of 1949 virtually all currencies had 
become hard for !p.dia. Officially het adverse balance of 
seaborne trade in 1948-9 was Rs95-25 crores, but 
authoritative unofficial estimates put her overall adverse 
balance of payments berween Rs170 and Rs230 crores, 
of Which expenditure of food imports accounted for no 
less than Rs130 crores {about half in dollars). Of the 
b6o rniU!on allocated out of the sterling balances for the 
three years ending July 1951, Inclia had already drawn 
about [.120 million in less than one year. The statistics 
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of India's exports, as of her production, did indeed 
suggest that in many cases they had recovered and ove~
taken the highest peaks attained during the war; but ~ 
was to look at inllated monemry values only. The phystcal 
volUDle of production and of exports not only failed to 
reach totals once attained but the slow upward trend 
mibk> in 1948 was later arrested. 

The restriction of illlports illlposed in the effort to 
reduce adverse balances, the fall in exports caused by the 
change in 1949 from a world seller's to a world buyer's 
lllBrket, and by India's rigid and uncompetitive costs of 
production, and the t\ecreasing tempo of her internal 
industry and collllllerce, were all combining to reduce the 
yield from customs, excise and inCOllle taXes. The 1949-50 
budget was balanced on current account by the purely 
nontinal SUDl of Rs49 lakhs, but the capital (or develop
ment scheme) account showed a deficit of Rs134 crores. 
It was therefore certain that if expenditure were maintained 
at the then existing level there would be serious deficits 
in the budgets to come. 

The conclusions that one reached as, in August 1949, 
one tried to piece out the facts and to weigh the pus· 
sibilities of India's economic situation were these: 
1. The policies adopted in 1947 were drawn up without 

sufficient study of the economic data and it could now 
be seen that they were too ambitious in relation to 
India's available resources, substantial enough though 
these were at that time. 

2. In the interval the Indian government's cash balances 
had fallen from Rs376 crores in August 1947 to the 
dangerously low level of around Rs1oo crores. The 
sterling balances, which represent India's foreign 
exchange reserves, had dwindled from Rs1,135 crores 
to around Rs635 crores. 
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3. India's balanCe of payments were dangerously adverse 
and her ability ro meet it by borrowing from the Inter
national Monetary Fund, by drawing on the sterling 
balaoces and by dissipating capital, was running out. 

4· High taxation and high costs were strangling savings 
and slowing down the whole economy. 

_From 1948 onwards, the Indian Government ~CIIIl\e 
increasingly concerned over the ruing burden of food 
imporcs, loss of business confidence, the stagnation of the 
capital market and the all-round fiill in produetion. They 
had the alternatives of proclaiming that complete socialism 
was the cure or of attempting to reverse their policies in 
hopes of creating an atmosphere in which confidence 
would be restored ro private enterprise. from what one 
knows ofPandit Nehru's ideological outlook, one presomes 
that the socialist cure enlisted his narural sympathies. 
In fact, however, he decided to call a halt to socialism 
and to promote a policy in which the government would 
assume broad respousibilities for welfare by mesns of 
legislation but would leave India's economy essentially 
one of free enterprise 

For this decision the reader will, according to his 
ideology, praise or blame Pandit Nehru; but he may also 
allow that a politician who modifies his course in the light 
of experience and of debate is no "docrrinaire" and shows 
the courage of a true leader . 
. It seems at leastargtlitble that, in the interests of India's 
IIIUIIediate material progress, Pandit Nehru was wise in 
recoiling from complete socialism. Whether the "Welfare 
state" will suoceed in Britain remains to be seen but at 
least it was possible to introduce it here with relative 
Silloothness. The emphasis in socialism has hitherto been 
on the redistribution, by means of taxation, subsidies and 
controls, of existing wealth. In Britain, the socialist 
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government inherited substantial tllXllble wealth that had 
been accumulated by private enterprise ove( many 
decades. The(C was something to distribute; innumerable 
existing school buildings, for example, could be put to 
wide( use; so could the services of thousands of already 
trained doctors. How long the cake will last, and whether 
~ ever increasing numbers can be baked, are. inter
esting and relevant questions for Britain, but in India, 
whe(C the average annual income per head was in 1948-9 
estimated at Rs1861, the accumulation of cake to s~ 
out is negligible. 

Nationalization and control over all economic activities 
require vast numbers of experienced civil servants of 
complete integrity. An official, given the authority to 
issue valuable pennits, is in any country subject to tempta
tions. There are without question many officials of the 
highest integrity in India, but that there m not enough 
to fulfil all the tasks of nationalization was publicly recog
nized in 1949 by that unbending realist, Sardar Vallabhai 
Patel, the Deputy P(emier. Moreover, to have imposed, 
socialism in India at a time when the whole administration 
was already taxed to its limit in the effort merely to 
SUI'vive the stresses and strains of partition and of newly
won independence, would have risked a complete b~
down; it would have meant the imposition of a social 
revolution in the midst of a political upheaval. 

Such views were likely to have been mged on Pandit 
Nehru by his hard-headed deputy, Sardar Patel; by 
Dr John Matthai, his Finance Minister, solid of appear
~ce, shrewd of intellect and gentle of manner; by his 
friend, Mr G. D. Birla, India's foremost captain of 

1 ~ough this .was thrice the pre-war figure, most authorities held 
that, m 1949 bUYlJlS power was below pre--war. Estimates for various 
:sections of the community suaested deaeases ranging from 21'% up 
t» .. mucbuso%. 
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industry, able, enlightened, and a lifelong_ supporter of 
the Congres$ party; and by.others. 

Against them were the Socialist leader, Jai Prakash 
Narain, probably a majority of rank-and-file Congress 
men, and the Pandit's own sympathies. They argued that, 
after all, the USSR had launched a social in the midst of a 
political, revolution and, with virtually no foreigp help, 
bad subsequently pulled herself up by her own boot-
1i1111ps. What prevented Pandit Nehru: from accepting 
these views was probably that in economics, his socialism 
springs from the Englishman, Robert Owen, rather than 
from the German, Karl Marx, and that, in politics, he 
shares with most of his educated fellow countrymen the 
intellectual outlook of British 19-century Liberalism. 
The degree of economic success attained by the USSR 
was achieved at the sacrifice of all political liberties and 
of millions of lives lost in great famines. The unyielding 
Communist may consider that Russia's results were worth 
all this human suffering; if so, that is the measure of the 
di1ference between him and India's Prime Minister. 

The Indian government therefore began to retraee its 
steps. On z8 January, 1949, Pandit Nehru, in a speech 
at Lucknow, said that prior to the development of the 
capitalist system, the world was poor. Production was 
limited. Industrial capimlism sought to increase wealth 
by new means of productino. Capitalism had been one 
of the greatest suceesses of the past. It had solved the 
problem of production. "If you shout slogans without 
understanding that a certain phase is good for one age, 
while it may be an evil for a second age, you are not 
soiling the problem", Pandit Nehru asserted. In the 
context one presumed that the Prime Minister considered 
tha~ India had not yet reached the second phase, and that 
alplt:alisxn, whatever its weakness, still had a contribution 
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to make to her material progress. India, he said, needed 
production and greater wealth. 

The new policy adopted by Pandit Nehtu, which may 
perhaps be called the controlled free enterprise of Lloyd 
George liberalism, is, like all middle roads, a difficult one to 
pursue. Indian industry was apt to carp at its social regu}a
tion 1\o, unadulterated socialism, while the Left decned 
it as undiluted capitalism. When industrialists found that 
the new policy meant modification, rather than abandon
ment, of the government's earlier pronouncements on 
industrial control and development, profit-sharing, fair 
wages and so on, they were disappointed. However, as 
gradually they realized that the government was ready to 
listen to and to act upon their representations they began 
to take hean, and by August 1949 there were some signs 
of an incipient retum of confidence. 

But, above all, the government, at long last, gave top 
priority to the food problem; they evolved a short- and 
long-term plan on the lines of that sketched on page 41. 
They set 1951 as the target year by which all food imports 
were to cease. They appointed a Special Food Com
missioner to enforce an all-India program. His pro
nouncements, and those of the Prime Minister, inspired 
hopes that the probletn had finally been seen in its rrue 
perspective, as overriding all others, and that it would 
be tackled with determination. It cannot be too strongly 
emphasized that if self-sufficiency in food (in the limited 
sense previously defined) is attained, three-quarters of the 
battle to put India's economy on an even keel will have 
been won. Instead ofsinkingever deeper into international 
debt, with all the widespread distortions, b11tdens and 
impediments that that involves to her external and 
internal earning capacities, India's balance of payments 
could break even reasonably soon, and could gradually 
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secure modestly increasing favourable balances. Her 
exportS, instead of having to pay for food, would be able 
to buy capital equipment. Cheaper internal food prices 
should slowly have their efi'ect throughout her economy 
811d help to bring down the excessive costs that impede 
her trade at home and abroad. A vicious circle will have 
been broken. " • 

But if the food campaign gave ground for cautious 
optimism, it would be wrong to convey the impression 
that all India's problems were solve<L In the first place, 
the hopes raised had yet to be realized; secondly, the 
scanty resources that remained to India out of her open• 
iog balances had been so reduced that some lean years 
were undoubtedly ahead. India could not go on spending 
either at home or abroad at the pace set in the first two 

' years of independence. 
A steep reduction in imports of all kinds was inevitable;1 

food would have to be progressively reduced; luXIIIY 
goods, private automobiles, radios, alcohol, toilet pre
paratioos, 1ihns &c. must be deleted, even though they 
oount for little in the grand total of India's imports. 

The largest item in India's foreign buying that would 
have to be slashed, if she were to restore her balaoce of 
payments to manageable proportions, was capital goods. 
But, it will be objected, since the aim of such imports is 
to raise the standard of living, this would condemn India 
to continue indefinitely on her deplorably low standard 
of poverty. To this, a reply that fitted the facts of 1949 
WOuld be, first, that to postpone the capital imports would 
~entually lead to higher standard of living than to persist 
m buying at a moment when prices were still near their 
peak but would be certain to fall as the world seller's 

~ .~<;uts tot>lling Rs1a9 ttOres WMO announced in Septomber 1949(before 
"'''"''tion ), 
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~came saturated. To buy expensive new 
· which a depression may then condemn. to 
.r years of idleness lowers rather than I"IIISes 
.1come. 
l pause in capital importa would give the govern
.e to reconsider its whole netWOrk of development 

That a detailed, overall statement, listing the 
, volumes and costs of the raw materials, imported 
' produced, was greatly needed was suggested by 
1 in the Indian press that the an.1ount of steel and 
required year by year for the govertunent's 

m projects alone would seriously set back all other 
1ction work. 
1e of India's post-independence problems was the 
ion of production COSts, undoubtedly the greatest 
burden on agriculture, trade and commerce, was· 

.st of government. The budget expenditures on all ' 
nts of the federal government and of the nine old- , 
ished provinces, were about Rs8oo crores, and if to 1 

were added the expenditures of the score or so of 
; and new state-unions, the total would probably be 
~d Rst,ooo crores, which was about 25% of India's 
1nal income, according to post-war estimates. Figures 
llis scale give ample margin for substantial reductions 
1ere is a real will to it. Provincial taXation became 
icularly burdensome. because while the governments 
tched out into large-scale social expenditure, they 
ultaneously deprived then.1Selves of crores of rupees of 
revenue, by measures of moral reform, such as pro

·ition,' and the abolition of racecourses (which 
lded much income from betting taXes). To make up fur 
s added expenditure and deereased revenue, the pro
tees imposed indirect taXes which sent up the cost o! 
·Prohibition cao1 Bomboy 1'roTinco ll19"""" iniOitmcnu ... 
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iving and of production; these included taxes on such 
essential conunodities as food grains, coconuts, sugar 
cane, coffee, potatoes, chillies, plantains, tea, bus tiu:es, 
electricity, restaurants, hotels and boarding-houses. 

What cuts in govel"lllllent elqlenditute would a realist 
policy have introduced? 

The fust is one that applies to all govel'Illllents t:hJi,ugh;; 
out the world and which is not, allls, likely to appeal to 
llllY of them. A govel"lllllent by its nature is not a profit
making concern; if it wants to spend more money, it 
merely slaps on more taxes; that vague abstraction "the 
public interest" provides no incentive to rationa!We 
methods and to raise productivity. Some time in 1947 
the Indian gove=ent appointed an Economy Com· 
mittee. This body reported two years later with recom· 
mendations involving a saving of Rs3 crores on total 
expenditure of Rs579 crores! Such a result was only to 
be expected from a committee of civil servants who, 
admirable administrators though they may be, know 
nothing of scientific rationali2ation. There exist, however, 
rntionalizing finns in India, as in most countries, which 
for a fee will set muddled houses in order. If the great 
Indian firm of Tata's sees no shame to call them to 
reorganl;!e irs works, why should the govel'Illllent of 
India? The go'll'il~ents of India-federal and pro· 
vincial-pullulated With employees working hard on a 
system that )lad never been scientifically orgaolzed.' 

A realist policy would have abolished India's food 
subsidies, which in 1949 cost Rs32 crores. The Eastern 

l The govcmment of !ndJa is DOt the Only !'>Jl<nsive and • effi 'ent 
machine The Conunitston on Ottanizauon of the Exe . W ~of 
the United Statet ~;::! ':£r~ ~ 1949,: ."Neith~atl:e P~dent 
nor the Con"T .. toblislun<nt>. nor can ~on and dil«<!on over 
=:~ ;,na.. be avoidccL ..• " ••er .. pplng, dupUcation, and 
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·educe their military expenditure immediately by con
liderable figures: It would be .a gesture ~f each to the 
lther that it was not contemplatmg aggressiOn. But even 
more it would be a recognition by both of th.e paramount 
need of devoting their resources to producave ends. 
, addition, it may be recalled that under the British 
ne, the Indian army, whose responsibilities for 
rl!al defence and for internal securicy then covered 
entire subcontinent, did not amount to more than 
,ooo, whereas today it is estimated that the forces at 
India government's disposal (which include troops 
d from Nepal) total well over 300,000. Before the 
1hmir war broke out in 1947, army headquarterS in 
w Delhi were planning for an army of 16o,ooo; this 
II was considered sufficient for current securicy needs 
l adequate to form a highly trained nucleus capable of 
·id expansion in wartime, on the model of the post
rsailles (but pre-Nazi) German army. 
~ far as external protection is concerned, what India 
~ds first and foremost is to build up the powerful and 
:ied industry for which she has most of the resources. 
1til this is done, the Indian army will remain, apart 
1m small arms and light equipment, dependent on 
ports for all the weapons and heavy equipment that 
nvert mere defenceless numbers into a modem fighting 
:ce. In the event of war, this dependence on foreign 
pplies places the Indian army at the mercy of its foreign 
ppliers. If India remains neuttal her overseas sources 
1y decide that they require all their output for their own 
eda. If India is an ally they are able to dictate what 
iorities she shall receive. 
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SURVIVAL: 
Pakistan's fundamental problem 

Jp THI! RI!ADER will now be good enough to remind him· 
self of the contents of pages zo..zS, and particularly of 
pages 26-28, he may appreciate that Pakistan's every 
thought was coloured by fear of India's intentions, and 
must be for at least as long as India maintained any claim 
tu Kashroir. In other words, all Pakistan's energies were 
being devoted to building up strength to survive. 

It Wll3. natllrlll that, believing herself threatened by a 
powerful neighbour, Pakistan should have clung to her 
membership of the Commonwealth as a valuable source 
i support and strength. In addition the circumstances 
If partition described on pages 18-19 had brought Briton 
md Pakistani closely together. Within two years, how
!ver, Pakistan's enthnsiasrn had greatly cooled. 

As early as September 1947, when Pakistan Wll3 strug· 
gling against anarchy and disaster, the government feared 
that the huge infiwc of refugees from India would over
whelm the already exhausted Punjab administration. 
Pakistan's colonizable land is Umited and the governmen~ 
SUSpected that India Wll!f deliberately driving these 
millions across th~ bord~r III order to collapse the hated 
neighbour. Mr Jmnah JSSU~ .an appeal through dip!o-. 
matic ch~els to. all the do1llllllo~ for aid. I believe that 
I am right m _saymg ~at he ~ed no reply, save from 

. Australia, which candidly told him that he must campo 
~ ..... ~'""erences with India by himself This . se 
""' "'""' · apparent m-

63 
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e to Pakistan's plight was a surprise to Karachi. 
:nises that the appeal was launched because Mr 
1ad forgotten that he was no longer leader of a 
, for whose safety Britain was responsible, but 
1 of an autonomous state. There was a consider
:ry in Pakistan over this episode that there was no 
ry to deal with inter-dominion disputes (as there 
later in India over other differences with Pakistan 
il South Africa). This was true, and it served to 
trate that, with the emergence of India and Pakis
lominions, a profound change had taken place in 
unonwealth in that for the first time it had become 
ry to think of arbitral machinery between members. 
s also a cause of resentment that the outside world 
Jre attention to India than to Pakistan. This was 
: India had the advantages of (x) inheriting the 
India" with which most people still associnted all 
nt on in the subcontinent; (2) British and American 
rcial interests were greater in India than in com
!ly less developed Pakistan; (3) in Mahatma 
i and Pandit Nehru, India had two figures whose 
uities and writings had long ago seized the world's 
1tion. One could disagree with Nehru or with 
i, but one could not help liking them. One 
ed Mr Jinnah as one respects the grandeurn of the 
but they do not warm the hean, and neither did 
, Mr Jinnah's lifetime, prior to independence, Mr 
.t Ali Khan played the part of a loyal and self
~ lieutenant. His very real gifts became apparent 
~dependence brought him the responsibilities of 
ime Minister's office, but they were little known 
: his own country, partly because he had Written 
:st-selling philosopho-autobiographical epic of 
e against persecution, partly because he had not 
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lllllllt the Statesman's necessary art of using the press as a 
medium for projecting a personality or for promoting a 
llillSe, partly because the numerous admirers of Nehru 
and Gandhi in Britain and, still more in Am.erica, natur~ 
ally viewed Pakistan's leaders with critical eyes as the men 
who bad disrupted India. 

But the dominions' conference of 1949 adt:ninistered 
the biggest shock to Pakistani opinion. The P~ 
delegation went to London conscious of their friendly 
feelings towards the Connnonwealth. Had they not shown 
their trust and confidence by appointing Britons as 
governors of three out of their four provinces, and by 
retaining Britons in many key posts? They were prepared 
to accept, without modification--es they knew that India 
'wiiS not-allegiance to the Crown as the tie that bound 
the free peoples of the Commonwealth together. Above 
all, they were conscious of the "threat to Pakistan's exist
ence that lay in India's Kashmiri policy". They would not 
have been human had they not hoped that the assembled 
dominions would receive "loyal and cooperative Pakistan" 
with open anns and chasten India with a few straight 
words for her "fouling of the collllllon nest". They would 
not have wept if the "Indian cuckoo" had been turned 
out altogether. 

What happened instead? In Pakistan's eyes this: Pandit 
Nehru, the man who led the armed rebellion against the 
Commonwealth in 1942 when the Japanese were at the 
gatts of India, the man who flew India's troops into 
Muslim Kashmlr against a sister dominion, the man who 
WOuld not acknowledge the Ctown-this is the man who 
emerges as the hero of the conference! He is balled by 
the British press as the Commonwealth's grestest stat~ 
man, destined to inherit the toantle of Field-Marshal 

, sxnuts I A new fonnula, apparently making allegiance to 
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Crown optional and allowing India to acknowledge 
King as some vague kind of symbolic "head of ~e 
unonwealth" is found. Pandit Nehru's trlwnph m 
don is topped, first, by an invitation to address a 
ial session of the UNO, in which, as some elder 
lS!tUlll, ripe with the wisdom of the ages, he is to 
1rt all mankind to peace and cooperation ( !!), and, 
n\lly, by another to visit Washington and Ottawa. 
lkistan's bewilderment must, once again, be seen 
nst the background of the Kashmir war. Pakistan's 
~lS were convinced that India was determined to post· 
: a plebiscite until the growth of vested intereStS 
ugh lapse of time might consolidate her position as 
~ccupying power; they felt that it would be as much 
tdia's interests that an end should be put to the dead· 
, for even if India were awarded Kashmir by the 
0, or even if she managed to drive Pakistan's uoops 
1 their strong points on the border, she could onlY 
it at the cost of remaining a nation in arms. The 

1tenance of such large forces at the end of such long 
·. of conununication was a drain on India, whose 
omy was in any case in such difficulties that Pakistan 
idered that Britain and America, to whom India must 
for aid, were in a position to bring effective pressure, 
u and economic, to bear in the interests of all. 
is relevant to note that were India to secure Kashmir, 
;tan anticipated the arrival in her already densely 
1\ated territory of vast nwnM of penniless refu-
: the effects of this infiux on her economy and general 
lity would be the equivalent of the loss of a war. 
:tan was unlikely to accept any such disaster without 
resorting to an all-out war effort, sinC'I! the out~:ome 
\ not be worse and she would at least thus give hl!lllelf 
ghting chance that it would be betrer. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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The dominions' conference seemed to make it cleat 
that l'akistm could expect no help from the Common~ 
wealth in so far as India was concerned. A first step 
towards attempting to restore a truer perspective in 
Washington and in the dominions' capitals was, therefore, 
Ill ammge for an invitation for Liaquat Ali Khan to meet 
S1lllin in Moscow. As a jolt to Nehru, whose relllllions, 
with the USSR had not been smooth, and as a warning 
Ill the Nehru-bewitched Anglo-Americans, this was im
mensely popular with the Pakistani-in-the-street, who 
cho!tled at the delicious idea that all these Hindu-loving 
foreigners were being properly scored off and put in their 
places. There was a revulsion of feeling against the 
British in Pakistan. . ' 

Many Britons, who were working loyally and whole
' heartedly in Pakistan's civil and military services, were· 

now made to feel that they were wanted no longer. The 
• incident illustrated how the poisoned relations between 

India and Pakistan strained their relations with innocent 
onlookers. Their appreciation of the foreign and economic 
policies of other countries was constantly distorted by 
being examined under the conviction that if it were not 
openly pro- or anti- Indian, or pro- or anti-Pakistani, then 
it must be covertly so; it follows that after the dominions' 
London conference and the Washington invitation to 
Nehru, Anglo-American relations were strained with 
Pakistan and cordial with India-a result foreseen neither 
in London nor in Was~gton, and brought about by' 
considerations that were irrelevant to the problems dis
cussed. 

It is important to remember that, jUst as Pakistan and 
India are comp~emen~ to ~ch other in the economic, 
80 also are they m the mtemauonal and strategic spheres 
In the first two years of Pakistan's existence, the leader: 
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~ddle Eastern states (with the 
1 fell unsought into her lap, ~o 
$ with southeast Asia, the two 
le to aid in the promotion of 
1do-China-ij they cooperate. 
istan and Mg~ in 1947-9 
have been worse. M~'s 
!I' economy to the verge of ruin, 
of a revolt and were raising the 
~er from Pakistan as a diversion. 
1948 I was assured by responsible 
~e anti-Pakistani press and radio 
ed by the Soviets. Nevertheless, 
SSR, benefited by it, least of all 
northwest frontier remains un
olitical border across the Punjab · 
li tension had opened a back door 
declarations of India's statestnen 

ained no hint that India viewed 
rith disapproval, and would regard 
an's territory as a violation of her 

hal for some problems, such as the 
~e and Carthage, W1ll' provided the 
r between India and Pakistan would 
~ while one side or the other nlight 
::tory, neither dominion is strong 
~ and to absorb the other, wirhota 
.dia should hold Pakistan down, or 
hold India down, with British or 

thinl<able. R~ the USSR, of 
to have been thinking propheti.allly 
e: Timso Soruld.l ez dooo feren~e<~, . . . . ' 
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Pakistan's budget during these three years was in 
credit; she had large export surpluses of a number of 
agricultural productS, such as raw jute, cotton, hides and 
skins, wool, tea, tobacco, cotton seed, and dried fruits, 
for which there is in normal times a strong world demand. 
She had a dollar surplus and her overall balance o'pay
ments was so favourable that she was able to import" 
capital goods freely and to glut her markets with imported 
COIISUlller goods. 

Pakistan's two greatest exports were raw cotton and 
jute. In 1948-9, the value of her cotton exports was 
Rs37 crores, of which India took half, while the value 
of her jute exports was Rs109 crores of which India 
bought Rs84 crores wotth. Unless, therefore, there was 
cooperation between the growers of Pakistan and the 
manufacturers of India, Pakistan's substantial income 
from these commodities would be jeopardized. This 
point was elaborated on page so. 

Here are Pakistan's budget figures: 
GROSS RiMlNUB 

I!ST!MATIIS 
in lakbs of rupees 
194~ 194!)-50 

Principal heads of revenue ... ... 47 55·43 
Net contribution of railways, poots and 

telegraphs .•• .76 1.15 
Other heads ... 10o99 13.71 

Total revenue 
Gross expenditure estimates: 
Defence services 
Other expenditure 

ss.,s 7o.z9 

.. • 4Q.28 4?.22 

... 18.04 22.o8 

Total expenditure ... ... s8.32 69.30 
These figures show an expenditure of no less than 67% 

on defence in 1948-9 and of 6o% in 1949-50. Pakistan 
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~erself an even greater impediment to 
1res5 than did India, and with as ~t 
The comments of the Eastern EcmwmiSt 
India's defence expenditure (page 6o) 
n that her defence would be served best 
industrial development (page 62) apply 
to Pakistan. 
inter-dominion financial settlement, 

1wned immediate responsibility for pay
debt of undivided India, Pakistan was 

from amortisation, Rs9 crorea in interest 
11952 onwards. On the 1949-50 budget 
: on intereat alone would thus have meant 
i debt would together absorb So% of 
dimrel 
of foreign trade, Pakistan's position was 
:he had no need to import raw nlaterials 
.ble amounts of food for East Bengal for 
d easily afford to pay from her several 
:, True that her first two prosperous years 
e were secured in part by the high yield 
1d export dutiea arising from the prices 
a world seller's market, which was an 
It-war phase, but there was no reason to 
ne could not maintain the volwne of her 
I profi111ble enough to build herself even
'owerful and wealthy S1llte.-providing that 
:1 with India in commercial policy, and 

she transferred substantial sums from 
nstructive l:l<-pendimre. But if these two 
sus were not observed, her position was in 
just as precarious as that of Indi&-e. ~int 
1 no means grasped by Pakistani public 

j 
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Devaluation-hopes and fears' 

T ' • • 
liB devaluation that overtook the :{. and the' Indian 

rupee after this Report had started on its way to the press 
did not change. the economic problems that we have 
discussed; it intensified them. The immediate cause of 
the rupee's devaluation was that of the £, but there was 
little to choose between the rigid, high-cost economies of 
India and Britain. Botl\: countries must have devalued 
sooner or later. Neither was in a position to read moral 
lessons to the other. · . · 

Devaluation is only another way of saying that the list 
of goods or services that a country has to sell are not 
attractive enough in quality, quantity, or price, to enable 
it to buy as much abroad as it wants, and that it is either 
unable or unwilling to. do what is necessary to improve 
quality, inerease quantity or reduce costs. • 

India (like the sterliog area as a whole) had been buying 
more from, than she had been selliog to, the hard currency 
countries. Typical example of the cause of this was the 
uncompetitive price of India's most representative eJtpOrt: 
jute manufactures. The price index of these· had risen 
from 100 in 1937, to 524 in 1949, whereas the index of 
internationally traded commodities in America had riseo 
only to 175, and in Europe to 210. In other words, the 
purchasing power of the Indian rupee was far below the 
purchasing power of the 30 American eents demanded in 
exchange for it. Devaluation brought the two hack into 

1 • Thia chapter was wrllttn 11ft« the rt1t of the Reportmanuacript had -to pms.-J.H. . 
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· line for the moment, and allowed India to start trading 
again with a clean slate, tyr()f)/(Jing that simultaneOusly 
she were to eliminate those factors in her economy 
(see pages 46-62) which were still pushing up her internal 
prices. This meant (I) the.exclusion of all imports in 
ex~ of those not earned by her current exportS, and 
'I)) the diversion of still greater quantities from her home 
consumption to her foreign customers, i.e., a sharp 
reduction in her standard of living. India could, if this 
were done, gradually build up an export surplus and 
eventually raise her standard ofliving. 

This immediate reduction in home consumption was 
in pre-welfare-state days effected automatically. As 
Country A's goods beaune too expensive, her foreign 
customers in Country B bought less. Unemployment rose 
in Country A, whose people, with less money to spend, 
bought (x) fewer imports and (2) fewer home-produced 
goods, thereby relessing more for export. In this way, 
Country A's internal price level was brought down until 
it became attractive again to buyers in CountrY B. 
Country A's abstention from buying abroad namrallY 
tended also to make Country B readier to bring its o~ 
selling prices· within the range of CountrY A's buymg 
power. Thus eventually a new cycle of prosperity was 
induced. 

But this was just what those in charge of the w~ 
state rejected. Even if the prices of its exportS were 
higher than foreigners could afford to pay, the welfare 
state strove to import as much as before, reduced int~al 
consumption to divert goods abroad ouly when drive!l 
to it, and refused to allow any considerable number to 

become unemployed. . 
By ensuring automatically that the average man did ; 

not consume more than he earn~, the non-welfare state 
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admittedly infilcted widespread hardship and· suffering, 
but at least the cycle was working itself out; one could 
hope for better days·with confidence. So far, .the post
war welfate state, by failing to find a refined vemon of 
the crude old solution, would seem merely to have been 
staving off the evil hoUt, so that when inevitably it did 
arrive, unemployment threatened to be on a catastl:ophil:: 
scale and of revolutionary durntion. To say this is not 
to challenge the aims of the welfare state; it is but to 
point out that in order to achieve them, it must keep its 
welfare expenditure within the nation's CUttent esming 
capacity and offer effective incentives to increase pro
duction; otherwise with no automatic brake coming into 
play, the nation speeds towards disasters greater and more 
terrible than any that its callous, non-welfare predecessors 
inllicted 

In a world in which so much of the economic news 
strikes dismay into the heart, it is cheering to record that 
.the Indian Government's reactions to devaluation were 
energetic and full of promise. They publicly recognized 
that they had made misrakes in the past. The value of this 
lay not so much in the confessional purification of the 
politician's soul as in the educative effect that it could be 
hoped to have on Indian opinion; if errors are never 
admitted the citizen cannot be blamed if he votes with the 
alternate guileless folly and vindictive disillusionment of 
one who has been allowed to preserve his intellectUal 
virginity. 

"We have arrived at a atage when we cannot have all the 
good things of life simultaneously", Pandit Nehru 
admitted in the OOUtSe of the New. Delhi devaluation 
debate. "There ate so many schemes ..•• Every Ministry, 
every Provincial government has one which is good in 
itself, but we simply cannot have all of them because we 
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have not got the resources in money, materials or trained 
.personnel." 
-. ·"For many years now, we have been living beyond our 
means, both intemally and externally'', Dr Matthai 
warned the House. "Now that devaluation is an accom
plished fuct, we would do well to take· it as a powerful 
eheck'on the pace at which we have been living, and on the 
.extent to which we have been overdrawing our exchange 
•resources." 

: Dr Matthai then announced a reasonable eight-point 
policy intended to bring about the disinflation necessary 
-if the benefits of devaluation were to be reaped, not 
·:frittered. Expenditure of foreign exchange was to be 
brought within foreign exchange earnings. The national 
savings drive was to be intensified, Revenue and capillll 
expenditure in the 1949-50 budget was to be reduced 
immedistely from Rs56:no Rs522 crores (a cut of p%), 
:while not less than twice that amount was to be slashed 
from the 195o-I· budget. A xo% cut in the retail prices of 
'essential commodities, including cloth and food, was to 
be enforced at once. 

The citizen in all countries has learnt to be slow to 
lhrow his hat in the air on the mere reading of a govern
mental declaration of good intentions, but it did seem that 
Pandit Nehru, Sardar Patel and Dr Matthai had been 
"shocked" (Pandit Nehru's own expression in . the 
debate) by the crisis into a realistic. frame of mmd. 
Certainly the forthright manner with which the ~ 
leaders tackled the taSks. to hand sent their prestige soanng 
to the heights attained on the morrow of ind~pend~ce. 
Qpposition to their . policies was, for the ume beutg, 
virtually silenced .as "unpatriotic". In the foreign ~e!d, 
Pandit Nehru's tour of the United StateskindledAmencan , 
interest in India at an opportune moment. At home, Dr 
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Matthai was handling the technicalities of the .situation 
with renewed confidence, while Sardar Patel, in charge as 
Deputy Premier, broadcast an appeal to the nation that 
was hailed by many as the mobilization. of patriotic 
fervour for which the people had been waiting. The 
response was encouraging. Leaders of indU$tty and of 
labour assured the government of their suppo!f. The 
veteran Sardar set a national , example by , the rugged 
determination with which he worked all hours in character
istic defiance .of his doctors' orders. The sober Eastern 
Economist believed that the country had not been so united 
since IS August, 1947, and its assertion that "in the posi
,tive direction of economic policy there has been no time 
when the immediate tasks have been so clearly conceived'' 
raisedone'shopes. · 

Into such a confident atmosphere of national re
organization, it seems ungracious to thrust a warning •. Let 
its friendly intent be its excuse. To induce an immediate 
disinflation by the enforced cutting of the retail prices of 
food and cloth was sound tactics, bu~ without a simul· 
taneous strategy to; increase production it , could lead 
nowhere. Prices will not fall in India, no~ in any other 
country, until production is about to equal or to exceed 
demand. The problem, whose solution Indis had to 
initiate in 1949, was that which filced welfare states 
evecywhere: How to restore the incenliw to produce more 
that workers, enjoying newly-bestowed socisl amenities or 
higher wages (that in conditions of inflation bought less), 
and entrepreneurs, deprived of fom1er amenities and 
bowed down by taxation, had evecywhere lost. 
· The chief considerations that decided Pakistan not to 

devalue her, rupee were that, unlike Indis or Britain, she 
was selling more abroad than she was buying; that if she 
did not devalue, capital equipmeot imported, from the 
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hard CUJ:l'ellcy countries would cost her no more, while 
that from the sterling area would cost her 44% less. 
Moreover, since she was already selling abroad as much 
as she could, the decrease in hard-currency earnings 
brought about by devaluation could not be compensated 
by a proportionate inCrease in quantities exported. 
• If l!akistan stuck to her rupee's old parity, she could 
hardly escape a SteeP deflation, for which there was 
indeed much to be said, but one wondered if her ministers 
had plunged into it with their eyes open to the internal 
social difficulties that were likely to follow, and whether 
there was not a method less costly to her great agricultural 
exporting industries of achieving an object in itself by no 
means undesirable in Pakistan's circumstances. 

Detailed figures of Pakistan's total trade, especially 
across the long land frontiers with India, were not avail
able, but it was estimated that about So% was with 
the Sterling area, of which about half was with India, so 
that the case against devaluation rested on the very 
considerable asB\!Diption that the sterling countries 
wanted Pakistan's exports so badly that they were resdy 
to deprive themselves of imports from other countries 
in order to be able to afford to pay 44% more fur 
Pakistan's goods. 

At first sight the retention of the Pakistani rupee's old 
parity seemed to deal a staggering blow at India's economy. 
Certainly it created grave immediate difficulties. J me, 
the raw material of India's biggest export and biggest 
dollar esmer, would cost her 44% more and thus 
lose her the benefits of devaluation in this commodity. 
But retl.ection suggested that for a good many years to 
come, until Pakistan could build her own jute mills, 
India would continue to be the only possible cosromer 
for something like 70% of Pakistan's jure crop. The 
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powers of absorption of Dundee's mills were infinitesimal 
in relation to the total output and, in any case, Scotland 
was also a sterling country which would pay the extra 
premium with reluctance and might find it more profit
able to hasten the existing .movement for convening her 
jute mills to other uses. 

It is impossible to offer Statistical proof of the fnrtbet 
reftection that if India were to close the majority of her. 
mills, she would find it less difficult to survive the 
ensuing crisis than would Pakistan, burdened with .a 
million statving peasant jute-growers plus the standstill 
of all her trade with India, but one hazards that this was 
a possibility that Karachi needed to ponder. What is. 
more, the jute-growing area is concentrated in Pakistani 
East Bengal, while all the mills are next door in Indian 
West Bengal. East Bengal, x,3oo miles away from West· 
Pakistan, felt that her problems were not always 
appreciated in Karachi; the threat of mass starVation that 
would accompany an economic jute war might lead 
East Bengal to break away politically from Pakistan and 
entet into direct and amicable negotiations with India for 
the exploitation to mutual benefit of their common 
interest. There were those in both East and West Bengal 
who were ready to promote such a solution, which would 
profoundly modifY the relative economic positions of the 
two countries. To be complete, one must add that such an 
event, if it did not lead immediately to a real war, would, 
by creating a Pakistani "Alsace-Lorraine", postpone 
indefinitelyallhopeofcooperation between the dominions. 
The Kremlin would be delighted. 



CHAPTER NINE 

The future: can Hindus 
tmd Muslims cooperate?. 

W n:r.. HINDUS AND MUSLIMS eVer be able. to cooperate 
with each other? 

Will the memory of a century of foreign rule always 
impede understanding berween Britain and the new 
Asiatic dominions? 

Many with some claim to be elqlerts on India would 
assert that whether the Kashmir deadlock were removed 
or not, Pakistan and India would always be at daggers 
drawn because Hindu and Muslim can never. agree. This, 
I suggest, is a view supported neither by history nor by 
psychology. Enmity is a state of mind induced by 
elqlerience and by circumstances in which interests clash; 

• it is not an eternal verity like the sun, moon and stars; 
it may diminish (or increase) as circumstances change or 
elqlerience is modified. 

There was in 1949 no more inherent reason for Hindus 
and Muslims to light than there was for British and 
French, or British and Americans. For some three 
centuries until King Edward VII sealed the entente 
C111'dia/e France, not Germany; was Britain's arch foe. 
British and Americans have fought together in four wars
twice as enemies, twice as allies. Yet for the post-I9l4 
generations to recapture the hatreds that existed in the past 
between French and British, and British and Americans, 
requires some Study of history and much imagination .. 

The origins of Hindu-Muslim antagonism lie not Ill 
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religious differences but in .the. urge towards· elipansion 
that sent the Muslims mto India as conquerors. It is 
ttue that after the conquest, the differences between the: 
xcligious and social structures of the two peoples served 
to impede in India the complete assimilation that in: 
Britain in the course of three centuries fu.sed Norman and 
Saxon into a new people-the English. Hindu~caste 
restrictions reduced social intercourse and intermarriage' 
to the minimum. Islam's warlike attitude towards infidels 
helped to maintain the division. Had British traders not 
carried the flag there, it is probable that, jUSt as many 
kingdoms preceded the Mogul Empire, so out of its 
coUapse would have emerged a new mosaic of states 
engaged, as in every other continent, in the slow rises, 
falls and disappearences of history's' kaleidoscope. But 
the divisions would not necessarily have been between 
Hindu and Muslim, for while xcligion would have been 
one of the factors at work, others, personal, political; 
econotnic, would have been at lesat as powerfUl as they 
have proved in.other patts of Asia and of the world. 

British intervention led to a new economic rivalry 
between Hindus and Muslims. When in the eatly r!)th 
century, the British opened western education to India, 
the higher castes of Hindus, some with a. tradition of 
leatning, others attracted by the possibilities of com
merce, embraced it esgerly. On the other hand, the new 
leatning made little appeal to the Muslims; the com
paratively small percentage who were descendants of the 
original invaders had been military chiefs and had become 
landowners. The majoriry of Muslims throughout India 
were converts from Hinduism. As is usual in the impact 
of a new religion, qJnverts came from those who had little 
to lose and much to gain. In Islam, Hindu outcastes 

'•found a social Sttucture which gave them an honourable 
I 
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status; they were convened in vast numbers. But neither 
the well-to-do Muslims of Mogul descent, nor the outcaSte 
converts, who were mostly peasants; or in occupations 
at the bottom of the economic scale, had a tradition of 
learning or experience of business. Moreover, the IIUlulflis, 
or religious teachers, saw in the new education a rival to 
Jheir dnfiuence and successfully opposed it on religous 
grounds. It was not until the end of the 19th century that 
intelligent Muslim leaders, like Sir Syed Ahmad, realized 
that their boycott of western education had reaulted in 
tilling key positions in business and in govenunent service 
with Hindus and had thus largely rendered the Muslims 
a "backward" people. They were depriving themselves 
of power in the economic, as in the developing political, 
life of the country. Thereafter the great Muslim university 
of Aligath was opened, but the Muslims' self-confidence 
had been undermined and their sense of injustice shar
pened by the century's statt gained at their expense by 
the Hindus. 

The factS do not square with the assertion .that the 
British created Hindu-Muslim enmity. There is pre
British documentary evidence of its existence. The 
British were not, for example, responsible for the perse
cutions that the Mogul emperor, Aurangzeb, infficted on 
his Hindu subjectS. Nevertheless British rule served to 
foster the existing ill-feeling. In the course of the cen
turies, a minority either succeeds in imposing itself on 
the majority, or it is eventually fused into the maj~rity 
to produce a new people. A nation that is both raciallY 
and cultunilly pure is so rare a phenomenon as to be an 
ethoological curiosity, On the other hand, the process 
of absorption, like all processes of which Nature takes 
~e, is harsh and no responsible govenunent ~gly 
pres1des. over it. But, of course, to proteCt the MuslimS 
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meant to .perpetuate the separiite identity of the minority 
:which include<i; nearly ca quartell ot: the -~otaL population 
('93 millioru out: of, 389 mllliori. in the.. l94r JcenSus:),.lll\d 
this powerful division in the people was JllltUI'ailytnoun:e 
<>f sl:re'ngtlmo~the, foi:eigtn:ul.ei\; 'i'Fhe. duty :of<tiw,British 
{ll,ensure,justia:e"betweenll bitizens thus,coiriCi~edso 
happily with •them, interest! that it put them: in: a 1 fills~ 
position;:eithet,.they::oallously watched the-·absotption.of 
thei Muslims. or.theyrselfishlydivided and w!ecLd1 ., ... 1o 
L But-the:.creatiortof Paldst8n-released some.6o:•million 
MuslimS from fear of:rHindi!J.domination;:and· the: de" 
partureJ• of~.the British left <the '30 ·million·:·o~ ·so~whO 
reniained m India:With ·no ·alternative but to submit as 
lmobtrusively;Jasi .possible to .ch!inged conditions; . ThiS 
Report will have failed of its> purpose if it does not suggest 
that the interests of India and Pakistan do not clash ibut 
~ complerrrentaty.: ·The: hostility that· prevailed in•the 
fitst years of their independence was.due to. the persistence 
of habits .ofmind that· .had grown 'up .in othet circum• 
stances.1 ;, · i/ ~;r1 ---.. ~lL';'J ,!:i· f;·;:! ,,; ·~'' ,~_ ..... ;!-..·tn ... J:J 
· Britain>100> 'had to rid hetSelfi of; outdated attitudes of 
mind ~ · bet relations with India; and Pakistan· were.. 'Ill 
improve:t The; average Brito.il had nothiog' .but friendly 
feelings 1owatdstJie.new:.dominionS, ·bu~ hiH'ideas.•wete 
coloured by the :vie\Vs1of retired officials and busioes\mteli. 
whb.,constituted .a:bodyt·.of· ·i:xpert ropinion·::onr"Indiai 
These :experts .often held. that ·Indians roighr possibly in 
some ·distant·ifuture ;bet: able 1to· govern,. themselves-1bdt 
that for ·years to".come.the presence•of.Britishtoffioeis 
would be necessar.!" to-prevent Hindus and:Muslims'from 
slaughtering each. othet; • ito :ensure-honestY -111ld .avoid 
corruption. and to. ·aecure 'Cfficlency <in . government imd 

~ bUSinessL , What some of thell! failed to grasp: was that 
their observations originated in days wheo India'S affiUrs 

• 
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were a British responsibility; consequently, they ceased 
to apply from 15 August 1947· And, in fact, the evidence 
of the first two years of independence did not support 
their contentions. 

By 1949 India and Pakistan bad overcome adminis
trativf difficulties of a kind and on a scale that no govern· 
'lnent in Britain bad fortunately yet bad to face. There 
was without question sounder administration of law and 
order than in any other country in Asia, and certainly 
the average of justice-political and economio-could 
stand comparison with any country in the world. The 
holocaust of 1947, for which the British could not escape 
some responsibility for their part in forming modem 
India, arose from wholly exceptional circumstances and 
was ended within a period of weeks. Nor, after order 
bad been consolidated, was any Hindu-Mnslim riot 
reported, Such police /athi charges as occurred were due 
to labour unrest. AI& to corruption, what country can 
boast that it is free of it? Have you ever tried to secure a 
municipal contract in Britain, France or America? Have 
you never slipped a policeman bakshlllsh in any of these 
countries ? Have you never heard of the Teapot Dome, 
Stavisky and other "scandals" ? One hears murmurs 
of inefficiency in Whiteball, but one has yet to hear .any 
Englishman urge that foreigners (such as the Americans) 
asserting their own superior efficiency, should be called 
in to govern our country for us. Apart from the fact that 
there are non-American, as well as American apprecia· 
tions of American efficiency, we would rather muddle 
through in our own way than be subject to the most 
perfect foreign rule--Q viewpoint that is shared by Indians 
and Pakistanis who could, moreover, tell us wbat the 
actual experience, that we bave hitherto avoided, is like. 

But if none of these argumenlll appeal, the non-expert 1 
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may still ask: ''What business of ours, anyway, are the 
internal afi'airs, manners and customs of Indians and 
Pakistanis ? . Do we seek their friendship, or don't we ?" 
Those who don't will have wasted their time on this 
Report. As Sardar Patel once remarked to me: ~'Why 
don't British publicistS advise Canadians on their internal 
affairs with the readiness thought suitable by sodle fop 
India?" To which I did not reply because I only thought 
of it afterwards: "We did once, but we have learnt better; 
so much so, that both Bri~h and Canadians have for• 
gotten all about those days." 
. Tolerance springs from self-confidence. A man lacking 
in self-confidence tries to put the blanle for his difficulties 
Qn others. The various experiences. of their histories; 
culminating in a cenrury of fOreign rule, did much to 
undermine Muslim and Hindu self-confidence, so tba1; 
there was in Pakistan a natural tendency to blame Indians 
and British, and in India, to blame Pakistanis and British, 
for all disasters .and difficulties, ·. But the attaimnent of 
independence should create ·profound diversions in: the 
streams of Hindu and Muslim national consciousness, 
Self-confidence is· won by achievement and by. the exer
cise of responsibility. Independence was a' tmnendolll! 
achievement which brought with it .. corresponding 
responsibilities, so that gradual modifications in the 
national psychologies were to be expected. ' , · 

Given enough time, any nation can adapt itself to new 
circumstances, but one of the testS of a nation's power of 
surviVIII is the speed with which it can do so. 1 

This is a matter for leadership in .the education of 
public opinion. There is no official more aware than the 
American of the need to prepare the way fbr a new policy 
by such education, and it was an American diplomat who 
'pointed out to me that the absence of any public discussion .. 
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of the Kasluniri problem, as of Indo-Pakistani relations 
generally, save in terms of the twO official nationalist 
cases, was an inlportant factor that prevented the develop· 
ment of an informed public opinion that could be led to 
accept unorthodox solutions. In the innumerable talks 
that I have bad with politics! leaders, civil servants, senior 
'lllllif ~cers, economists and business leaders from both 
dominions, I have never found anyone .in a responsible 
position who did not agree that, if they were to survive, 
India and Pakistan must oooperate with each other and 
with the Commonwealth. On the contrary, I owe to such 
informed Indians and Pakistanis many of the views on 
the Kasluniri problem and on commercial relations that 
I have here submitted. But my friends hesitated to air 
these views in public lest they be actUSed of being anti· 
patriotic. This was natural because it is too often over
looked that from their births the twO dominions bad been 
engaged in a cold war; consequently, any public criticism, 
or even discussion, of the government's policy that did 
not follow the official line rendered the speaker or writer 
open to suspicion as pro-enemy or fifth-columnist. 

Most democratic politicians seem to think that the 
public assertion of their real convictions must lead to 
their speedy dismissal from public life. But the chances 
of losing office from giving the people what it is believed 
that they want, or from giving the people what it is 
sincerely held that they should want, seem about equaL 
George Washington was one who undemood this. After 
the War of independence, all the American states' poli
ticians, caretUlly cherishing the prejudices of the votel'S 
whose favours they sought, told hinl that their peoples 
would never surrender their newly won sovereign inde
pendence to a federation. Washington challenged the 
public opinions of the 13 states and converted them to 
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his view that the tempowy war alliance should be merged 
into a permanent federation. If he had followed the 
advice of the experts, he would have ended his career 
as president of the independent but obscure state of 
Virginia, and north America today would, like Europe or 
Asia, be .divided among a score of periodically warring 
nations. Instead, the people whose intelligence lle lwi 
not underestimated, twice elected him President of the 
.United States that he, more than any other, had created. 

George Washington's example is cited not to suggest 
that a federation between India and Pakistan is neces
sarily desirable or possible but to illustrate the speed with 
which leadership with the courage of its convictions can 
mould public opinion. Since the destinies of the democ
racies, as of the totalitarians, are linked with those of India 
and Pakistan, it would be well to remember in time that 
to await destiny must be to surrender to chance, whereas 
to strive for destiny enay be to achieve it. And neither 
India, nor Pakistan, nor their sister democracies, have 
any monopoly of time. 

* * * * * 
RUPRES, !.AKHS .ANJ> CRORES · 

Rs xlakh (xoo,ooo) is writren: x,oo,ooo 
Rs I crore (xo,ooo,ooo) is written: I,oo,oo,ooo 

Thus Rs Ios,s6,30,0<lO (see page 46) reads aloud as 
''Rupees one hundred and five crores, fifty-six lakhs and 
thin:y thousand." 

Indian rupee: Re I is IS 6d 
Rs xooo are £75 
Rs I lakh are £7,500 
Rs I crore are £1so,ooo. 

Pakistani rupee: Pakistani Re I is 2S 2d 
Pakistani Rs 1 lakh are ,Cxo,833 · 
Pakistani Rs I crore are b,o83,300. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

IT IS only when one pauses to consider wbSt bo~ks to recom
mend for further reading that one is tempted to conclude 
that, for the purposes of one who wishes to understand the 
current scene and who is pr=upied with the future rather 
than the past, too many books aVl!ilable on India have 
becoJ11$ so out of date as to be misleading. This is because, 
~nee the emergence of nationalism from about 1870, many 
books on India have been written either to justifY or to indict 
British rule. They marshal the briefs for the prosecution, 
or for the defence, in the we that was settled without 
right of appeal on IS August 1947. These books, with 
their humiliations to the pride of British and of Indians 
alike, seem to me to constitut'e a barrier to good relations; 
they focus attention on issues that are over and done with, 
and reinforce attitudes of mind that have no relevance to 
conte!llporary problems. 

Here are a few books the general reader should find helpful: 
The several volumes of the Cambridge Hisrrny of India are 

authoritative, well written and more to my taste than the 
somewhat officially minded Oxford Hist~Jry. 

A Short HistMY of India (Longmans 1936) by W. H. 
Moreland and A. C. Chatterjee, is the joint work of a British 
and an Indian scholar. 

The Rise and Fulfilment of Bn"lish Rule in India (Macmillan 
1934) by Edward Thompson and G. T. Garratt, which covers 
the years 1599 to 1933, cannot be too highly praised. It is 
penetrating and brilliantly written in a style that can be 
enjoyed for its own sake. It contains an exhaustive biblio
graphy with explanatory and critical notes. Thompson and 
Garratt each also wrote separately a number of books on 
India, all of which are first-rate. 

India, A Short Cultural Hi.st~Jry: by H. G. Rawlinson (1938) 
asreeably achieves the object set out in its title. 

Sirdar K. M. Panikkar is the author of three outstanding 
booklets of the greatest interest: (1) The Future of India and 
Southeast J!sia (1.943); (2) !ndi~ and rh8 Indian Ocean (1945), 
an essay disCUSSing the VItal llllj>Ortance of control of the 
Indian Ocean to l~dia and the do:mocracies; both published 
by AUen and Unwm. (3) The Basu of an Indo-British Treaty, 
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published by the Oxford University Press, Bombay, for the 
Indian Council ofWorld Affairs. Sirdar PJillikkar is one of the 
acutest minds of the Indian diplomatic service and anything 
from his all-too-rarely used pen is worth the closest attention. 

The legal and moral issues raised by the position in which 
the departure of the British left the Indian princes may be 
stUdied in (!) Edward Thompson's Making of the Indian 
Princes (Oxford University Press, 1943), an historiclA worl: 
that discusses Britain's part in the origin of the Indian states, 
and (z) Philip Woodruft"s closely observed l<land of Chomba 
Qonathan Cape, 1949), which sympathetically recounts the 
story of the last days of Hyderabad in the guise of fiction. 

On the broad principles that must govern any nation's 
conduct of its foreign relations, the writings of Professor 
E. H. Carr, H. V. Hodson, and of the American Robert 
Strausz Hupe stand out from the mass. Hodson's Twentieth 
Centuty Empire (Faber & Faber, 1948) re-examines Common· 
wealth relations in the light of post-war conditions and 
draws attention to aspects of the problems of India and 
Pakistan that I have not seen discussed elsewhere. Professor 
E. H. Carr's Twenty Years Crisis (Macmillan, 1939) and 
Conditions of Peace (Macmillan, 1942) should be compulsory 
reading for the personnel of all ministries of foreign affairs, 
as for those who benefit or suffer from their activities. Strausz 
Hupe's Balance of Tllttllil"fow (Putnam, New York, 1945) 
should be read not only because it is a book to which the 
overworked adjectives "brilliant,, ·"authoritative", "original" 
may be properly applied, but as a guide to responsible 
American opinion, which has been widely influenced by its 
viewpoint. His book contains innumerable references to 
India and, in addition, devotes some 6o pages to the direct 
examination of her position, actual and potential, in world 
affairs. Inquest on an Ally (Cresset Press, 1948), by Paul 
Winterton, formerly News Chronicu correspondent in Mos
cow, provides a useful ABC of Soviet theory and practice in 
the conduct offoreign poUcy. 

Current developments are intelligendy and interestingly 
interpreted weekly in the pages of The Eastern Economist of 
;New Delhi, and Capital of Calcutta, while The Economist of 
London keeps Indian and Pakistani affairs steadily in view. 
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Among spedalist periodical publications are: 
Asian Horizon (quarterly 3s 6d), edited by Dorothy Wood

man, 34 VictOria St, swx, aims to provide a forum for the 
discussion of problems facing the "new" Asia of the post-war 
exa and for those who seek to work in harmony with the 
countries of the east. 

Asiatic Rer>iew (quarterly ss) is the journal of the old
establfshed East India Association, of 3 Victoria St (Hon. 
Secretary: Sir F. H. Brown CIB). This. society follows all 
IISPects of Indian and Pskistani activities. Its meetings are 
addressed by ouwtanding authorities. 

Commonwealth 1!1 Empire Rer>iew (quarterly 2S 6d), of 
47 Prince's Gate, SW7, aims at fostering economic, cultural 
and political coopexation within the Commonwealth as a 
whole. 

Eastern World (monthly Is 6d), of 45 Dorset St, wx, is not 
afraid to publish unorthodox or controversial views on eastern 
affairs and has stimulated useful discussion. 

Great Britain 1!1 the East (monthly 2S), of 58 Farringdon 
St, l!C4, has three editions, covering sepamtely (a) India and 
Pal<istan, (b) the Middle East, and (c) the Far !last. 

Among specialist societies are: 
India, Pakistan 1!1 Burma Association, 2.2l Strsnd; WC2. 

(Secretary: Edwin Haward.) The organization for all inter-
ested in business and commerce. 

Royal India 1!1 Pakistan Society, 3 VictOria St SWI (Hon. 
Se<:remry: F. P. J. Richter OBil) promotes the stUdy of art and 
literature. 

Royal Central Asia Society, 2 Hinde St WI, promotes 
knowledge of a much wider area of Asia than is suggested by 
its title. (Hon. Secretaries: W. H. lngrsms CMG OBB; Lt· 
General H. G. Mattin CB DSO oBB; and Oswald White CMG.) 

Royal Empire Society (Secretary-general: A. C. Cust) aims 
at spreading knowledge of, and personal contacts between 
all parta of the Commonwealth. At its headqUarters in 
Northumberland Avenue, wa, which provide all the ameni
ties of a London club, one meets members from every 
dominion and colony. A social and intellect\18l centre of high 
standing. 
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